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Suddenly Sharp was seen to rein the ponies up. A revolver fiashed behind him, and he was about
to aim at Corinne. His fell purpose was seen. This was to kill his fair 'captive.
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THE WHIRLWIND.

Pomp, was an A1 cook, and generally handy in other respects . Barney was a skilled engineer and a clever electrician.

•
Deep down among picturesque hill s was Rituated the litRumor had gone abroad that Frank Reade, Jr., had been
::_F e city of Readestown. A beautiful river wended its way long at work upon a new inventi.on. Just what this was
?fYJo the sea through the fertile valley. Here were located remained, for some while, a i.nystery.
:~;abc machine shops where were perfected the wonderful inBut one day the newspapers of the country came out
lini 'entions of the famous and distinguished young inventor,
with t hrili ing reports of a projected trip 'through the Far

·e e
~etb

ntic

omEPrank Reade, Jr.
West by the }'Olmg inventor.
1i
1in'· Probably no man the world over is more widely known
This trip, it was reported, was to be made with a new in'rirll
·
· r justly celebrated than the famous projector o:E electric
vention, called the "Prairie \Vhirlwind." This was a maovention .
co·
chine, or veh icle, of wonderful construction.
ette Everything which Frank Reade, Jr., essayecl was bound
0
td
f
".Phe Southwest, which was reall}' the rebaion Frank in}ivi be a success. He seldom met with aj}ure.
,jectl He had enriched him elf with the product of his inven- tended to visit, was, at the time, affiicted with all the
E~ .·
)ject(ons,
and so wanted for notlung. His whole soul was llorrors 0 f an Apac I1 e war.
lit·,rapped up in his inventions.

The savages had made many and horrible depredations,

fatb'

an Closely attached ro Frank were two faithful servants, and troops had been called to the relief of the settlers.
)arney O'Shea, a good-natured and witty Irisbman, Knowing all this, Fra.nk Reade. Jr., had perfected his ma•
- C Oj
tbjec-ith a broad mug and a shock of red hair, and a negro, chine for tbc purpose of offensive, ~s well as defensive,

d

you

lettf'l'

lack as coal, named P om p. These two were warm friends, warfare.
H e had left nothing undone to make it proof agajnst the
nd much devot ed to their young master.
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attacks of a foe. It was impervious to anything but a
cannon ball.
A brief description of the new machine might not be
amiss here.
In shape it was long, and not unlike a howitzer, with the
tapering off toward the front. The body was a shell of
:finest and toughest steel.

Here were the wonderful electric dynamos and engi;
the invention of which was all a secret of Frank Reade,[<'
Of course, none of these compartm nts aboard the Wb re
wind were ca.pacious, yet the passengers moved about \\0
1e
comparative case, and were not much cramped.

There were plenty of Winch~ster riilcs, lots of ammu '
tion, and two electric guns aboard the Whirlwind.
el
In this there were windows of plate glass, protected by
This made of her almost a traveling arsenal, and she P
te
bullet-proof netting and loopholes, through which to fire at impervious to anything like an ordinary attack.
an enemy. The entrance to the Whirlwind was by means
The wheels were provided with cushion rubber tires,A
of a door in the rear, and . a small platform, with steps, that little jolt or jar would be given the occupants. P
jutted out from this.
course, the machine was--not consiru.clecl for use in a mm" •
Upon the top of this cylindrical body was a deck, with tainous or rocky land.
"
long guard rails, extending to a high dasher in front, and
The great plains o£ the Southwest afforded a desira"
behind which, upon a pivot, rested a pneumatic gun, the surface for her to travel over.
invention o£ Frank Reade, Jr., and which was capable o£ even and smooth in surface.

These were generally quu

~lg

throwing a projectile fully a mile, with deaclly effect.
Quite a large quantity oC stores and provisions could B
Amidships there rose a lower or tun ct, which had circu- carried aboard the Whirlwind, ~o lhat she could travel "
lar windows, and upon the front of which wa located a a desolate country for a long while wiLhout . topping. •1s.
powerful searchlight, capable o£ throwing a ray of light for
The Prairie Whirlwind was truly a wonder, and one ?Z

two 'niles.
the inventive triu:rpphs o£ Frank's career.
id
While the young inventor had decided on a trip throu:u
Forward of this was a pagoda-shaped tower, which served
as the pilot-house. Doors opened from both these towers the war-convulsed 'onthwe$t, he had not, as yet, conceiv ,,
out upon the deck.
The running gear of the \Vhirlwind consiste<J.-of a pair of
high wheels behind, and a traverse frame s~pporting four
smaller wheel::; in front. These could be turned by a switch
in the pilot-house, to the right or left, so as to give a guiding power.

any definite object or mission.
el:
But this fell to his lot in a curious way. Chancing up•i!
a paragraph in a daily paper, Frank read the following ii.s
teresting account o£ thrilling incidents, which at once i ,
terested him:

The two rear wheels were the drivers, and connected with
aWall Ranch attacked by Geronimo's band of Apach•
powcr:ful electric engines, which could propel the machine Eqrcible abduction of the beautiful young daughter of\\<

at railroad speed.
ley Hall, one of the richest ranch men in New l\1exico.
Forward was a cowcatcher, and a sharp, steel-pointed
"A band of Geronimo's Apaches, led by the red :fien
ram. This is a meagre description o£ the .exterior of the Cut Nose, yesterday made a descent upon the ranch of WE. ,
,,
Whirlwind.
ley Hall, at Black Range, N. M., and near the mining to~fl
Entering by the rear door, the interior presents a wonder- of SaLan's Hole.
ful spectacle. Fir~t, one stands in a vestibule, beyond
"The ranchmen were oubmmbcrcd, and fought the reo,,
~hich is a small cabin chamber, containing stands of arms gallantly, but were forced to retire to the inner stockad
and ammunition. Beyond this is the main cabin or salon. when a body of United States troops, under Lieutenant Ca\
This was dazzling to the eye.
came upon Lhc scene just in the nick of time.
Frank Reade, Jr., had spared no expense in making this
"Cut Nose beat a retreat into the hills. The cavah
Ti
apartment a scene of beauty.
pursued, but he clndC'd. them. The saddest event o£ tl_
Richly upl1olstercd furniture, heavy satin hangings, rich day was the mysterious disappearance of Corinne Wall, tr
~
cabinets built into the hull, with stores of silverware, cases beautiful young daughter o£ the ranch owner.
o£ rare and valuable books and scientific instruments. All
these were deemed requirements of the trip.
Beyond the main salon came a number of comfortable
staterooms. Then the galley where Pomp did his cooking;
and next the engine-room.

"That she had fallen into the clutches of the Apach.
~
could not be doubted. A band of rescuers was organize,
11
but no clew could be found. The agonized parent was frm
tic, and offered a large reward for her rescue. It is b1
lieved that Cut N OtiC intends to hold her for a ransom."
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~ Frank read this thrilling account, and his veins tingled. through the door . Away they went, in wild. enthusiasm,
Wh're was what seelllcd to him like an opportunity to ac- to execute their orders.
The· anticipation of the trip to New Mexico was a. source
t wnplish a heroic and philanthropic act, and at the same
of keenest delight to them. There was nothing they enpe afford him an object for visiting the Southwest.
ms' I will endeavor to rescue that girl," he declared, reso- joyed more than these trips of adventure with . Frank
·ely. "That will be sufficient mission for me, and no Reade, Jr.
'l'he young inventor laughed at their comical exit, and
e ubt I shall succeed in finding other cases of the kind.
muttered:
ere will be work enough for us, I will venture."
"Faithful fellows! I could not well undertake such a
e At this moment the door <fpcned. A short, comical figure
trip without them. I trust we shall have the best of for' peared on the thre~hold .
tune."
101 "Shure, mist her, I've jist had a bit av a dispute with
Then he set about collecting all such material in the
e naygur, an'--"
office as he wish c1. to take with him.
ra' Barney!" exclaimed Frank, peremptorily. "What do
He was thus busily engaged, when suddenly there came a
quu mean, sir? Have I not forbidden you and Pomp intap at the door. He had seen a messenger boy cross the
llging in disputes or wrangling in any fashion?"
yard of the machine shops while glancing out of the window.
ld Barney looked sheepish.
At once he cried.:
el "Shure, sor, I moind that," he replied; "but he was "that
"Come in!"
·ish wid me, sor, I cudn'L hilp it. He jist towld me how
The door opened, and the mess~nger boy held out his
te ~z had changed yer moind, an' was not gain' West, sor, book.
Frank signed his name, and broke the seal of the
id the Whirlwind. I towld him he was a loiar, sor, an'
telegram.
m ure, I hope yez will bear me out in it."
And as he read it a great change came over his face. The
•iv "Don' yo' believe dat, Marse Frank!" cried a shrill voice contents of the dispatch were of great interest, as well as
ehind the Celt, and Pomp sidled into the room. "Dat entirely unexpected. It furnished yet a stronger incentplishman he jes' too funny. I done bet him mah hat ag'in tive for the trip to New Mexico.
; 1is dat yo' wuz gain' to New Mexico, an'--"

.lC,

1

"Begorra, d.idn't I tell yez so?" cried the Celt, making
grimace at Pomp. "Ain't New Mexico in the West,
hure ?"

h~ "No, sah !"retorted Pomp; "it am not in de West."

Ve

"Shure yez are off, naygur. Ph were the eli vil is it, thin?"
" It am in d.e Soufwest!"

CHAPTER II.
AT

BIG

GAP-THE DESPERADOES.

Thus the telegram read:

"BIG GAP, NEw MEXICO, June 10, 18- .
~n P omp grinned triumphantly, and for a moment Barney "FRANK READE, JR., Readestown, U. S. A. :
vevas nettled. T hen the Celt ,.Q.ropped hi hat and squared I have heard much of you and your wonderful inven)
tions. Cannot you give me aid? My darling daughter,
ff.
" Don' yo' put yo' nasty han's on me, chile!" screamed Corinne, has been stolen a.way by the Apaches, and I am
·el
in horror and despair. I feel sure that you, with your elecr'omp.
'
td,
A ruction would have ensued then and thM"e but for tric machine, can rescue her. Answer and reliev~ the agonized heart of a sorrowing father .
a~he interposition of Frank Reade, Jr.
"WESLEY WALL."
"None of that, you rascals," he cried. "Be off about
11
"This is queer," muttered Frank. "I was just about
tl our duties. I shall start for New, Mexico on Thursday.
to
start for New Mexico with that purpose in view."
ufiave the Whirlwind packed in sections aboard freight cars,
'l~hen he sat down and wrote a reply as follows:
nd everything else in read.iness for the trip."

The two jokers, for such they were, stood for a moment "WESLEY WALL:
h with delighted faces and flashing eyes. Then each gave a
"I am now on my way, by special train, to your place.
e<
.
whoop of JOy.
Sha ll bring my new Prairie Whirlwind, and will do all I
u
can to aid you to recover you r stolen daughter. Keep up
"Ki dar! I'se gwine to de Soufwest I"
b<
good hear t.
Yours ever,
" Begorra, it's off we are!"
"FRANK READE, JR."
P om p cut a pi geon wing, and Barney threw a fli p-flap

v
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The messenger boy made a hasty exit, and Frank now other, as he toyed with the ha.ndle o.f a six-shooter. ".Kai "
set rapidly at work to accomplish all preparations for his· say I jist approve of it."
ne1
departure.
"We're durned fools tew stan' hyar an' see it goin' ,,
In some way .an account nf the proposed trip to New an' make 'em pay no tribute to this 'ere municipalit) ,,
Mexico leaked out.

growled Dan Burley.

"Ain' t we cits of this festive bures]

Ever willing reporters at once floooed the newspapers with eh, Bill Sharp?"
"Reckin we air."
the report. Frank Reade, ,Tr., and his new Prairie Whirlwind became at once famous.

ma

"Aint nuthin' hes stuck enny harder in my crop fer so1

So when the day of departure came, and the special train, time!"
"Me nuther."
aboard which the machine was packed, was at the depot,
a great crowd gathered to see the party off.

"rrhet settles it.

o:f
in
I'll go down an' represent this leelthc

It required three cars to carry the framework and parts municipality, jc t as a patriotic cit ought ter dew."
of the Whirlwind. The fourth was a private car, in which
i.he explorers traveled.

sh

"Kerect ! I'm back of ye !"
Frank was busy instructing his workmen how to adju

Frank bade good-by to his friends and the cheering crowd, some parts of the W:liirlwind, when he heard a sound in li
and with Barney and Pomp went aboard the train.
rear, and a heavy hand tapped his shoulder.
F
It rolled out of the depot. Readestown was quickly left
Frank turned and .faced the desperado, Burley. H e i
stantly
sized him up, and knew that trouble must come. d
behind, and the great journey was begun.
Burley's face was as red as a lobster, and his voice w:
There was no railroad to Satan's Hole. Its terminus
0
was at Big Gap; accordingly, that was the objective point. i.hick and maudlin, and his manner swaggering, as he sai(
Night and day the
cities brief stops were
crowded with curious
the Whirlwind looked

special train sped on. At the large
made. Here the depots were always
people, who were eager to see what
like.

"Hello, pilgrim !"
Frank coolly replied :
. "Well, what is it?"
.

v

The Western tough's hand flew mstantly to the butt '
Their desire, however, was not very well gratified, as the his revolver. But he did not draw it. H e glared at Frar t
machine was carefully packed away in sections in the cars. for a moment, and then gritted:

\1

But they did get a chance to look at the .famous travelers,

"Pooty fresh fer a tenderfoot !"

Frank Reade, Jr., Barney and Pomp.

"Well, what do you want?" said the young invento

Big Gap was far out at the end of a branch line of the coolly. "My time is valuable. State your business!"
Southern Pacific, and in a wild region.
He knew well the character of the man before him. B i
However, it was reached in safety, and then the work of was aware of the fact that bluff was the best game playe
disembarkation began.
in an emergency like the present. So he proceeded to me(
Skilled workmen, who were to return, had come as far as Burley upon his own grotmd.
this point to aid in putting the machine together.

"State my business, eh !" roared i.he desperado.

"W aa

This was being done under Frank's supervision, when a yew kin bet the last man who bridled up tew me thet wa
is planted under six feet of earth, an' left a weeping widd
little incident, for a time, interrupted proceedings.
Big Gap was a typical New Mexico town, with its coterie ter mourrichim. D'ye know who I am?"
of miners, herders and gambling sharps.
"I know you're a b~lly and a coward !"
Frank looked st ernly, unflinchingly, into the villain!
The arrival of the specihl train had excited no littl e interest, and aa a result, nearly the entire population came eyes.
"What!" roared Burley, again fingering the butt of hi
down to the depot to see what was going on.
No little comment was made as the Whirlwind began to revolver .
take shape beneath the efforts of the workmen.
"Shall I say it again?" asked Frank.
The desperado brushed back the brim of his slouch hai
"By jimcracks, Bill!" cried one tough-loohng sport, to
a companion; "I shed say here 1vuz a pooty how-de-do. and looked at Frank hard for a moment. Then he said
These hyar tenderfeet seem ter be takin' a 'heap o' liberties

"It's a wonder I didn't shoot ye fer thet."

in our ken try, eh ?"
"You didn't dare to," said Frank, in the same steel
"By Jeremiah !Jyew air right, Dan Burley," retorted the 1manner. "Am I not right?"
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The revolver was knocked yards away. The Celt planted
"I know yew arr a condemned greenhorn, an' I take
blow after blow in swift succession upon the scoundrel's
mercy on ye. But it'll pay ye to be civil."
1 "Well, allow that.
skull and face with his fists, and Sharp fell like a log to
What do you want?"
the
ground.
~y "I want tew know what right ye've got t er cum into thcr

lii

1 I[.espectable

burg of Big Gap, an' disturb tber peace in this
Frank held the drop on Burley, who had thrown up his
manner? What sort of a derrick air yew "rigging up thar ?" arms.
"Are yon the mayor or the sheriff?"
"I cave!" he cried. "Yew hev got ther drop, friend.
m "I'm a peace naker in this 'ere town, and a regulator I'm yours."
of ther peace. I don't ' low no t enderfoot like yew ter step
"You miserable dog," cried "-Frank, with virtuous wrath.
in hyar an' boss me, neither. Afore yew kin go a step fu r- "Wluit do you mean by attacking us in ihis murderous
~t!ther with this highfalutin' arrangement, yew hev got tew fashion?"
show ycr license!"
The crowd, attracted by the pistol shot, were now upon
"Have I?"
the scene. The excitement was most intense.
The sympathies of all, to Frank's joy, were with him.
u "Yes; an' lively, tew !"
"Give it to ther black-hearted coyote," was the general
h Burley swe11eu up, and assumed a blustering attitude.
For a moment li'rank was undecided b:ow to act.
c-ry. "Ye' ve a right tcr kill him, an' he'll never be missed."
iJ He was not at all anxious to have a fight with any of the
"No doubt he deserves it," cried .Frank; "but I don't
desperadoes of ihe place immediately upon entering it. , want his miserable life. You miserable scoundrel, I will
r For all he knew ihese people standing about were all .friends give you one minute to get out of sight. If you do not take
or colleagues o.J' the ruffian's, and tood ready to help hi!:1. this offer instantly, you shall die like a dog." .
But a sudden impulse seized him to meet the rascal \vith
Without a word the vJlain slunk away, with his vanhis own ammunition. He acted instantly.
quished pal, Bill Sharp, and Barney shaking his fists after
He saw that Burley's hand was upon the butt o.J' his re- them. Two o£ the most bated and feared desperadoes and
volver . He knew the instinctive quickness with which "men killers" of the Southwe8t were thus ignominously put
(
these desperadoes made a "draw" or obtained a. drop.
to flight.
1

He knew that if the advantage was to be his he must act
with g~eat rapidity. He did so.
It seemed swifter -than a flash of light that his hand flew
out of his pocket, and the muzzle of his revolver was full
in Burley's face.
"This is my license !1'
'rhe villain's weapon had leaped forth, but he was too
late. He dared not bring it up to use it. He was caught
at his own game. Frank Reade, Jr., held the drop on him
for a dead certainty.
"Thunder an' blazes," he gasped; "yew hev done it. I
cave, stranger. Yew hev thcr drop!"
Bill Sharp, the second desperado, seeing that his pal was
trapped, with fiendi h purpose pulled his revolver and fired
almost point blank at Frank.
But the bullet went wide. Barney,, who had come £or-

"Begorra, I'd loike wan more crack at his ugly mug,"
cried Barney. "Shure, I wish I'd only pounded him the
more."
"We have done enough, Barney," cried Frank. "We
have driven them away, and that is the main object."
The crowd mainly cm:ne forward, and congratulated
.Frank.
He appeared to have their good will, at least, and was
in a much more reassureu frame of mind, when suddenly
a cloud of dust appeared in the street of the .town, and out
of it emerged two rough riders.
They drew rein not twenty feet distant, and dismounted.
One was a man of possibly fifty years of age, prepossessing in appearance, and dressed as ·a ranchero.
He rushed forward and gripped Frank's hand heartily,
as he cried :

ward with a swift leap, struck up his arm, and the bullet

"I have been anxiously looking £or you, Mr. Reade.

whistled into space.

You have come through safely?

Ah, you do not know me.

"Whurroo !" yelled the excited Celt, "be me sowl, yez I am Wesley Wall, who telegraphed you a few days ago ."
will niver sboot 111:isther Frank while I'm aloive. Have at
"Wall!" exclaimed Frank; "indeed, I am glad to see
yez, fer a black-hearted omadhoun' ! Take that, yez dhirty you. You see I have kept my word, and come on."
baste."
"For which God will bless you!" cried the ranch owner,
J
And Barney sailed into the desperado like an infuriated fervently. "You are my only hope. I believe that you are
1
tiger.
I the on ly person in the world who can save my daughter."
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"lf I could meet them in the open field, I daresayJUt i
"I will do the best I can," replied Frank.
ew f .
"I am assured of that. Out Nose is a cunning fellow, could," repl ied Frank.
and will give us a hard fight.

But I feel sure that we

shall succeed."

"l fear you will not ha.ve the chance."
"Indeed!"

.:o n

trtly

"I certainly hope so," declared Frank, with tones of
"'l'he Indian, you kn ow, shun,; an encounter with I '""AI
sincerity.
foe ( in the open."
t('J f
"That is very true. In that case we must invade l "Y
stronghold, and run him to earth."
'' T
CHAPTER III.

"J nst so. I shall pray for your success. But what A
this I hear? You ha rc had a little run in with two de1C \'
nd;
peradocs since coming here?"

ACROSS THE PLAINS.

At this moment the ranch o~ner's companion appeared
on the scene. H e was a man M striking appearance.

" Indeed I hare," replied Frank.
"Their names?"

" Do you know them! It
£ tl

:ot '
"Bill Sharp and Dan Burley."
'rom Tal cot, he wa s introduced to Frank, or Thorough\Vall gave ::t sharp cry.
bred 'rom, as his friend,; all knew him. He was a brilliant
fellow, with sterling pluck, as Wall declared.
"Do I know them?" he exclaimed. "Well, I should Sf H
0 1
In all the mines there was not a greater sport than Tom so ! It is more than half suspected that Sharp is the cau:
Talcot. H e was the best rider of bronchos, the most daring of my daughter's abduction."
Frank was astonished.
trail r of the Apache, a master of the art of card playing,

lue

"How so?" he cxclai'med.
and in the general term, a sport.
a It is believed that he is in league with Geronimo, an~he
Tall and handsome, he was dressed in a suit of velvet,
with fan ciful braid trimming. He wore handsome top i.1:at he i.s a dirty renegade. His rca~on ior abductinpvi
boots, and was in striking contrast generally with the rough Corinne i B clear eno ugh. H e, at one time, did all he coultill
to induce me' to let Corinne marry him."
denizew of Big Gap.
ch
"And your daughter--"
Tom Talcot and \Vall, the ranch owner, were bosom
friends.
Indeed, there had been a liking, of no ordinary sort, fie-

"She abhors him !"
Frank saw a glittering, dangerous light in T alcot's eyeseh

pr
tween Tom and the fair daughter of the rich herder, Cor- He gue sed the truth at once. 'rhe men were rivals.
"I
am
glad
to
know
all
these
points,"
said
Frank;
"fmlo
inne Wall.
Tom had made a vow not to rest until he had rescued I shall know how to act. But now, what do you suggest?"
The ranch owner looked at 'l'alcot.
tl
her or brought her abductors to justice.
That he was much in earnest, none who knew him
"We had better go at once to Satan's Hole," he said; rt
doubted.
"that may be our headquarters. From there we may gc
Frank wa ~ at once impressed with handsome Thorough- forth on the trail."
bred Tom. 'rhe latter gripped hands with him, and said,
"Very good," agreed Frank; "that, I believe, to be a
earn estly:
good move. Where, in your opinion, have they taken the
")lr. Heaue, if you can rescue that young girl, you will girl?"

win th e ererlasting good will of every right-minded man
in the Southwest."
"I will try," replied Frank, resolutely.
better than that."

" I can do no

Wall turned and pointed to the western horizon.
"Do you ·ee a long, dark lin e, yonder ?" he asked.
"Yes," replied Frank.

"Well, ihat is the Apache range of hills. In tha.t range
· a canyon, tl1e 1ocat·1on of wh.1ch 1s
· a secrct t o every wh ite
1s
Frank wok Wall and Talcot aboard the Whirlwind as man in the West. Yet it is known to the Indians, and the
soon as the workmen had "ucceeded in putting the machine 'Hidden Canyon' is their safe retreat. I believe Corinne
together. Th e surprise and· interest of the two men as they i::; kept a prisoner in that canyon."
inspected th e machine was extremely great.
Frank was interested.
"Ver)' true, sir."

"Tlus is a most wonderful vehicle," cried Wall.

"In-

deed, Mr. Reade, you could defeat the whole Apache nation."

"Why can it not be found?" he asked.
Wall hook his head.
"I hardly know how to answer that question," he said;

~

FRA~K

\
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,

·say ut it 1s nevertheless true. It is entirely hidden from
ew from the summits of any other hills about. The Pass
80 narrow, and well defended by Apaches, that it may be
rtly explained in that manner."
'"Ah, then it is your belief tha.t our first and Best move
1
t(ll find the Hidden Canyon?"
"Yes."

t

"Th11t we will proceed to do," declared Frank.
A short time later the workmen finished their work on
c Whirlwind. The machinery was put in working order,
1uc1 all lhe stores were put aboard.
m ~ It was now ready for the perilous excursion into the land
1f the red man. Prank dismi~scd }Jis men, saw that they
;ot safely aboard the special on its return, and then cried:
"~ow, we arc ready!"
sa He ~prang npon the deck of the Whirlwind, and cried out

.u o Bamey:
''Start the dynamos! You, Pomp, take the wheel. Steer
[lue westward."

And thus they t raveled on all that day. When night
came it was necee.ary to camp, as the horses could not proceed farther. The Whirlwind came to a stop by a little
timber oasis, and the two horsemen came up with their
jaded steeds.
"Hello!" shouted \Vall. "Our horses can never keep
up with you-we've got to stop here."
"Is that so?" cried Frank. "That is a great pity."
"Can you travel after dark with that machine?"
"Why, certainly. How much farther is it to Satan's
Hole?"
"About fifty miles."
"We can be there by ten o'clock if the trail is level all
the way."
"Well, it is."
An idea occurred to Frank.
He was much averse to camping, especially wh(m so near
his destination as :fifty miles.

The Whirlwind could easily make it in three hours. So
As the Whirlwind started away, the denizens of Big Gap he acted upon impulse, and said:
''What can you do with your horses if we take you on
n hcercd lustily. They mounted their ponies· and galloped
n ~wiftly alongside, waving their sombreros and cheering lus- board as passengers?"
11 ily.
"Do you mean that?" cried Wall, excitedly.
Frank stood on the. Whirlwind's deck, and answered the
"It looks to be the best move."
cheer by waving his hat.
"Hooray! that'·s just what suits us. We don't want to
Tlfen he stepped forward and elevated the muzzle of the intrude-"
gun almo~t perpendicularly. He placed a. dynamite
"Pshaw!" exclaimed Frank; "you are more than weiprojectile in the breech, and. then pressed the electric but- come. It is queer that I did not think of it before."
"We're your huckleberries."
The projectile was a dynamite time bomb, and. rising to
It was evident that both were delighted at the idea of a
the J1 eight o ( a thousand feet, bur~t in mid-air with the ride aboard the Whirlwind.
roar of a hall (lozen cannon.
"What about your horses?" asked Frank.
It was a grand parting salute, and impressed the miners
"'l'hcy will go back to the ranch all right enough by
greatly.
themselves."
Soon the Whirlwind was far out on the prairie, booming
"They will ?"
away to the ~estward.
"Oh, yes. They know their way as well as we do."
The voyagers were in a happy frame of mind. The exThe saddles and bridles were removed from the two musped.ition had bcgnn auspiciously; the Whirlwind. moved like tangs, and they were allowed their freedom .
clockwork, and justified all xpectations of her inventor.
A moment later ':he two herdsmen with their equipments
"Begorra, it's a foinc machine she is!" cried Barney. were on the Whirlwind's deck.
"I've niver seen a betther."
Frank at once started the Whirlwind away !!gain upon
"I am satisfied with her," said Frank. "All I want now her westerly course. The two new passengers enjoyed the
oituation immensely.
\
is to find the Hidden Canyon."

~s.electric

l;
~0

e

1

e

Wesley Wall and Thoroughbred Tom galloped on behind
Darkne~s now had begun to settle down thick and fast.
the Whirlwind.
But Frank pressed a little button, and instantly the inThey would neve; have been able to keep up with it had terior of the cabin, as well as the deck, was all ablaze with
the machine been run at full speed.
light.
But Frank kept it at a uniform rate, which did not allow
The searchlight serit a brilliant pathway across the plain
them to get out of sight.
for miles.
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I'he1
"Stc
Not that .there was much about her that was combustibThe

•
.
1
Of course it "·as easy for the Whirlwind to proceed under

I

for she ~ra of Folid steel, but tbe eficct of the heat upon t h
these conditions.
They had come to an inunense tract of country which electric machinery would ruin it.
T_ e

ffilll '

was overgrown wit~ a _matting of deep, dry grass . A dry
Besides, all ,on board would, no doubt, br roasted like pilal ~
season had made th1s hke tmder, and when suddenly a lme in an oven. lt was not pleasant Lo contemplate.
Wa

I

appeared upon the southern horizon it smprised no one
when Wall cried:

"No!" concluded the young inventor.

"We must g

out of here instanter."

lZZ1E

t

Th
"Mercy on us! The prairie is on fire."
He shouted to Barney to put on fresh speed; the rat
e n
It was true, that from some cause or other, the plain had now became thrilling.
ith
become ignited, and an immense conflagration was sweepThe flames had gained frightful volume, and were risin
•nt
ing over the country.
thoucands of feet in the air. On they came with imposin
leg
Frank viewed the scene for some moments with a feeling grandne s.
In
of uncertainty.
But death ran on before them, which fact altogethe. a
m
What should he do?
spoilc'd the b auty of the scene for Lhe travelers. Theiehi
He had no desire to run headlong into what seemed cer- were only too eager to get out of reach.
On lhe other hand it seemed scarcely safer
On and on sped the Whirlwind.
to turn back.
It did not seem as if greater speed could be added.
A prairie fire generally runs· with great speed, and it yet the flames gained.

F

tain death.

takes but little ,time to head off the traveler, unless he takes

Am
ts

A

1

It now becamhe
evident ihat the only salvation of the party lay in runnin! 'l
']
There \ras the alternative of running northward from it. to the northward.
Already th ir horrible heat could be felt.

mstant mea:oures for his afety.

But Frank was loth to go so far from their course.

He

was extremely anxious to reach Satan's H ole that night.
So his mind was made up.

In tautly the machine was brought about.

"Put on all speed, Barnry !" he cried.
the fire to the westward.

This was dead before the fire. If the Whirlwind wa!n
put to full speed, there was a chance yet to outrun the fire·af
But at thisva

"We must beat moment Frank's inventive genius came to the rescue.

This dry plain must end some-

where, and if we can reach the edge o£ it we will be safe."
"Go ahead is it, sor ?" asked Barney.

Wall and Talcot were quite pale, and much worried.
"Do you think there is any chance for us, Frank?" asked:hi
.\'€

the ranch owner.
"Yes."
"Chance?" exclaimed the young inventor, curtly; "I'llth
"All roight,
sor."
]
I ought t o h ave d one lL
., before. "
~
rna ke a 1c1ance.
The travelers stood on the deck of the Whirlwind and
Pomp cut a pigeon wing.
su

watched the thrilling scene.

With the rapidity o.f the wind

the flam es had burst into life all along the hori:wn.

"I done .fink yo' nredn't worry, gemmens," h e said, with
a comical grin.

"Kain't nuffin beat Marse Frank.

He

Up in to the heavens they mounted, croing higher and allus hab a cure fo' eberyfing. I done fink he fix dat ar 0
ft
higher, and seeming to gain volume and speed every in- per airy fire pooty quick."
stant. It wa~ truly a wonderful sight.
Wall and Tal cot were not a little puzzled, as well as inAnd on ~peel the Whirlwind, like its veritable namesake.
terested, to see how thi' wonderful feat would be accomt
It was a race against the flames-a race for life.
plished.
Every moment this became more and more palpable, for
Frank vani heel in the cabin.
the fire ran with increaood fury, and seemed to gain most
When he came out he had a heavy lead weight, and a long
rapidly.
coil of wire. At thi Wall laughed.
"Is that what you are going to beat th e fire with, Frank?"
CHAP'rER IV.

he asked.
"You shall see," replied the young inventor, coolly.

A RACE FOR LIFE.

He threw the weight far out upon the prairie, and began

The deadly peril in which they now were, was well un- to pay out the wire.
derstood by Frank Reade, Jr.

Barney slacked the speed of ihe Whirlwind, and by

He knew that to be overtaken by the flames meant the Frank's direction made a zig-zag route to the westward, and
t otal destruction of the Whirlwind.

then again to the eastward.
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Then Frank said :
"Those two horsemen arc the originaton of this prairie
____,"Stop her Barney!"
fire, which was intended to engulf. us."
tib
'
The machine came to a stop.
"What!" cried Frank, in amazement; "do you believe
nt
that?"
The fire wa now not more than three miles distant, and
. ming on with the speed of a racehorse. It seemed sui"I feel sure of it. They are Bill Sharp and Dan Burley.
) PI Clal .for the Whirlwind to stop.
They followed us out of Big Gap, and getting to the southWall and Talcot each held hi breath. They were more ll'ard of us, no doubt thought they would settle our fate
g~zzled than ever. But a revelation was at hand.
forever."
ra

The wire which Frank had thrown out was of a combusti- . "The scoundrels!" cried Frank.
e material, an invention of hi~ own. It was connected chase."

~nt:~~ s~:t ~~::~~~~,i~:d 1 :::~~11:u:r ::~:t:: ~~: ;~::~~~ 0~~~~ ag:·i~\would

be of little use.

"I've a mind to give

We shall run across them

\S JD

,e grass.
"You are right we will," cried the young inventor; "and
the I n a moment thi was moving away ahead of the Whirl- then they will not escape so easily."
'he ind, and leaving a broad and blackened plain in its wake.
"We will all look to that."
ehind Lhis fire the ·w hirlwinu slowly moved on.
The dastardly scheme of the tlvo ruffians to destroy the
.Frank's purpose was in stantly seen.
ln

Whirlwind hau failed.

'rhat they would try again there

As . oon as the old fire reached Lhis burnt. trip, of course was no doubt.
ts career was ended. The Whirlwind was in the rear of
The Whirlwind now kept rapidly on her way toward

m ·he new fire, and had nothing to fear from it.
Satan's Hole.
in The day was saveu by a very neat and clever trick.
.t o further incident was met with, until suddenly the
There was sutlicient time for the new fire to get far searchli ght shone full against a mountain wall about two
m nough ahead of the old one, so that the Whirlwind was miles distant.

.e_safe from th injurious effects of the heat, though the air
"That is . the Sentinel range!" cried Wall. "We pass
i
was
a
bit
·tifl.ing
for
a
time.
that and into a valley, anu Satan's Hole lies bethrough
18
iow us. We shall be there very soon now."
The Whirlwinu was now out of danger.

1

A short while after t>he was again running full speed to

"Hello!" cried Talcot, with suduen excitement; "what

ed he westward. It. is needless to say that Wall and Tal cot is that?"
Along the pathway of light myriads of forms uddenly
were much impressed with Frank's cleverness at evading
swarmed
just ahead.
'll the deadly peril.

l3ut as they were running on over the blackened plain,
suddenly 'ralcot pointed to the eastwaru, and cried:
"Look! Who is there?"
e Two horsemen were seen galloping along in the verge
lr of the burnt tract, and just visible in the glare of the
flames.
They were seen to suddenly draw rein, as if the sight of
.the Whirlwind had surprised them. Then, without further ado, they wheeled their horses and fied like mad over
the rolling plain.

y

'

"Indians!" shouted Wall. "Apaches, as I live!"
Instantly the yelling of the savage horde could be heard
rising high on the night air.

'l'hey were really lying in wait for the mail stage from
.Big Gap, and had mistaken t.he Whirlwind for it.
On they came in a body to the charge, mounted upon
their lithe ponies; their lances gleamed in the glare of the
electric light.
It was a thrilling moment.
The Whirlwind kept on at her rapid rate. The sa.vages
Such a curious movement as this surprised all on board directly in her path were legion.

the Whirlwind.

For some moments those on the deck of the 'Vhirlwind

"Begorr·a, it's afraid of us they are!" cried Barney.
were at a loss how to act.
"I don' fink dey hab berry good manners to be so berry
But they were called to their senses in a sudden and
unsociable as dat !" cried Pomp.
startling manner. Bullets began to whistle about them.
But Wall and Tal cot had both been t.udying the disThey instantly sought shelter in the cabin.
Frank pressed a spring which closed all the windows and
tant horsemen, and now Wall, with white, set face, turned.
"I think I can explain it," he said.
doors.
"Indeed!" said Frank. "What is it?"
Barney brought the Whirlwind to a stop.
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He could have plowed into the horde of savages. But
The brief engagement wa::; over, and was a signal vichrill
the impact might derange the delicate machinery of the for the Wiirlwind.
0
WbirhYincl, so be refrained.
The red foe was not a little tak~n aback by the recep·
All the defenders of the Whirlwind were at the loopholes ihey had received. The white man's ''bull gun," as lA
.
with Winchesters~ and picking off savages as rapidly as they called cannon, was too much .for their nerves.
mer
Perhaps
the
most
delighted
one::;
o.f
the
Whirlwind's
could fire.
The
The Apaches were advancing to the attack in their usua1 fenders were Wall and •ralcot.
"Upon my word," cried the ranch owner, "I think :n
manner .
This consisted in riding their ponies madly in a circle mn clean out the whole Apache country with this machiThe
'ley
about the Whirlwind, gradually closing in nearer an d Mr. Reade."
"I darcsay," said Frank, with a smile. "HoweYer, I
nearer.
'l'hc~· rode on .the opposite side of their ponies, so as to be not like useless slaughter. I will never take life netorn.
Thi
out of range.
lessly."
But every time they crossed the pathway of the search"I approve of that. Bui. just now it seems necessary'·eat
light the aim was dead sure, and they got it full and fair. kill a few of these thieving Apaches."
Lble.
Tl
'l'hey tumbled in heaps.
"I understand."
The defenders of the Whirlwind thus held them at bay .
No time was wasted in ascertaining the number of satad
•
Bullets and arrows rattled against the steel armor of the ages killed. Frank was anxious to reach Satan's Hole. A
machine, but they did no material damage.
~So the Whirlwind sped on. Entering a pass in the Se~ok'
"They'll soon get sick of that," laughed Wall; "unless tinel Hills, they quickly emerged upon a spur of ttloo
~hey change their tactics we'll whip 'em, sure."
mountain wall, and saw the lights of their destination f1 )
nd
"We'll whip them, anyway," declared Frank Reade, Jr. below.
''Just see how we do it."
''Look out!" shouted Talcott; "they are massing for an
'
attack."
This was true.
The Apaches had suddenly changed their tactics. Closing up in a solid body they now made a direct charge upon
the Whirlwind.

.

CHAPTER V.

ew
Jr l

AT SATA)i''S HOLE .

Frank Reade, Jr., knew well what this risk was. It was
r. supreme moment of peril; but he was ready for it.
Quick as thought he ran out to the forward pneumatic
gun.
It was but an instant's work to train it and thrust a projectile into the breech; a quick aim, and he pushed the
electric button.
There was a tremendous earthquake-like explosion, and
the air was lurid for an instant, and filled with flying £rag- conglomeration of .fortune-~cekers to the spot.
Yet the place was not without its natural beauties.
ments of shattered Indians and ponies.
Straight into the midst of the OJ:\Coming mass of red men
the dynamite bomb had been thrown; it scattered the crew
right and left.
Their advance was instantly checked. The ground was
covered with heaps of dead and dying.
Once again Frank trained the terrible gun ; but there
was no need of it. The Apaches were put to rout.

The rugged hills of granite and sandstone were picturesque in their angles, and the small valley was possessed
of a rich and fertile soil, with the greenest of verdure.
The trail leading down the slope into the place was a

trifle rough and rocky.
But the wheels on the Whirlwind were mbber-tired, and
the shock was not greatly felt.
The searchlight's rays were thrown clown into the valley,
However, Frank sent a shell after them to serve as a terrifier. In less time than it takes to tell it every survivor of and the town was revealed as plain as day.
the red gang wa~ out of sight.
No clonL1. the intensely brilliant ball of light, seen by the
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of the place far upon the mountain side, created Reade, Jr., to whip the Apaches, and I reckon you'll all put
that down as right."
ng sensation.
Cheers greeted this announcement.
Down into Satan's Hole the Whirlwind slowly dropped.
cep
"Herrah for the tenderfoot! Let's hear what he has to
length she was upon the level.
~~

t

A quick run across a level expanse of green, and the ma- say!"
•
Frank Reade, Jr., now appeared and saluted the crowd.
ine rolled into lhe main street of the town.
l's
The appearance of the Whirlwind created a great sensa- He said:

"Gentlemen and friends, I am the owner and inventor
n in Satan's Hole .
.k
chi The denizens of the town had by no means as yet retired. of this machine, and I am here to help Mr. Wall, her~,
hey were congregated about the tavern of the place, a rescue little Corinne from the Apaches. You all know little
I ugh, but sizable, board shanty, called the "Hoof and Corinne?"
Cheers again went up.
n orn''
Frank .had caught the humor of the crowd. A great
This was where liquor was diRpensed in abundance, and
point
had been gained.
ry reat crowds oi men met to try their luck at Lhe gaming
"Good fer yew, tenderfoot!"
~ble .

The town was dimly lighted with oil, but the searchlight

sa ade all as plain as day about the place.
A great commotion was created in the place as the oddI·
Se ooking stage, without horses, drew up in the yard of the
oaf and Horn.
l.Iincr., sport~, ra nchmen and gambler. all left the bar
nd the Laule..;, and rn~hecJ out.
They gazed in a~lon ishment upon the strange apparition.
"\Yaal, I swan!'' shouted OIJC denizen. " What has cum
tew town, anyway? Air it a lokkermoii ve on ther ground,
r hev it cum down outen ther clouds?"
"Hyar':; newcomer8, Bill Haines!" cried another, as the
:h burly landlord of the Hoof and Ilorn appeared on the
le Fc:ene. "Yrr want i.ew put Jhcr hosse:; up, an' gin' 'em a
goorl :fePd o' railroaJ spi kC's, fer they don't eat oats, I
rcckin !"
~
~"
•

Bill Haines, the uluff landlord, stared at lhc new arrival.
" 'Tain'i cum from [-lades, has it?" he ga ped.
"Then it's cum tcw ther ricrht place an' p'rap~ tew git
o

'

Satan out of ther Hol e !" cried another, and everybody
~s laughed at the coa1 ><e jests.

"Y'ure welcome!"
"Git offen yer hoss !"
"Cum in an' bev some pi zen !"
'rhe crowd now flocked about the Whirlwind, and were
in the most goo 1-natured of moods. Frank politely declined all invitations to drink, but did Yenture to accompany
\Vall and Talcot in to the barroom of the hotel.
Barney ancl Pomp kept a close guard on the ·w hirlwind
in tlle meanwhile.
Bill Haines, the landlord of the Hoof and Horn, tried to
make himself agreeable to his visitors.
"I hope ye'll find the gal all safe," he declared. "It's
about time thct the reds got a good dose to teach 'em a
lectle manners."
"We shall t ry and give them a smart lesson," said Frank.
"Our main object is to rescue Corinne, though."
Thus the four men were engaged in conversation, when
an odd-looking character slipped out of the crowd and
touched Frank on the arm.
·
·
He made a mystenous. gesture, and t11e young mventor
said:
.

I

"Well, what is it?"

Bu.!_ LandlorcJ Hain p,.; was equa 1 to the occasion. He saw
"Come apart a leetle, stranger," said this individual.
that the new vebiclr rontainrcl human beings, and as the "I want to talk with you !"
door of the Whirlwinti openC'd Wesley Wall and 'rom Tal.Frank looked the fellow over.
- cot walked ouL.
He was a man just past middle age, and dressed in a
i
They were in,tantly recognized.
rough garb, which was a cross between the gaiO of a plains"Hello, Thoroughbred !"
man and that of ivilization.
"Howdy, ala man \Yall !"
His manner was secretive, his keen, foxy visage was lit up
"What hcv ye got there?"
with a sharp pair of gray eyes, which looked furtively about.

11

Now Wesley Wall knew the-necessity o£ humoring this

Frank yielded to the fellow's invitation, and followed
rough crowd, so he went to the rail, and addre s<>d them. him to a corner of the room.
"Gent:;," he cried, "this invention is from the effete ! HC're the stranger paused, and giving Frank a side-long
It has been brought out here by its owner, M:r. Frank glance, began to rub hi s hands, and said:

Ea~t.
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"Yew don't know who I am, do ye ?"
" I am sure I do not," said Frank.
"Waal, I'm Nicholas Grip, the gold seeker.

Everybody

I've found more pockets of gold . in these 'ere

knows me.

hills than any other man.

But thel's all the good it ever

did me!"

"Yes, [ do !"

ahe

Frank became omewhat excited.
"Whn l ofl'rr do you think h e made me?" he asked.

:k."

·'Can't imagine."

,ted

[t is

"lie claims that he knows jnst where the Hidden CanJ
i&, and that he can take us righl to it."

"Indeed!" exclaimed Frank.

"What has that to do

Startled exclamations escaped the lips of Wall and Talc
"Did he say that?" cried Wall.

with me?"
" \Vith you?"

"Yes.

• "Yes."

I dicl not fancy that his talc was a genuine on1
Ba

a

"Oh, Grip is reliable!" cried Talcot. "What he sad
Yew would like to know where the he means, bul he is very ecceni.ri.c. There are only certa
ere
Hidd en Canyon is, wouldn't ye ?"
people to whom he will tell his secrets. You are fortuna Po

"It has a heap to do.

The fellow leered at Frank. in a emi-idiotic and cunning to b::: a. fayored one.

Go and close with him at once." ":K

The young inventor gave a great start.
"What!'' exclaimed Frank, in surpri c; "do you realme
'·Yes," he replied. "I would like to know quite well." bt!lieve that he knows of the locality of the Hidden Cat"]
" \Vaal," said Nicholas Grip, gleefull y rubbing his hands, ·o.n ?"

way.

''I'm the only man in thi~ pa1~t of the \Vest who ever set

Y

tel:

"Why, certainly, if he

~ays

so.

He knows more ab01 p~

eyes on the Hidden Canyon!".

~hese hills than any living man.
He seems to bear •gs.
"What?" exclaimed Frank, eagerly; "then you have seen charmed life, for no Apache bullet ha ever deterred him i "
t.he Canyon ?" ·
his trips of exploration."

H

"Yes."
"And know where it is?"

Frank needed no further

bidding.

proachcd Grip.

"I do."

He at once a]?al
·or

"My good friend!" he cried, warmly, "I am constrain€!

"Will you take us to it?"
The gold-seeker rubbed his hands and laughed gleefully.
Frank began to fancy that he was insane.

to accepL your offer.

H you can really aid us to rescu 1

Corinne Wall you will be able to place a great Christiaroo

To

act to your credit."

"I can do it !" he said.

Grip laughed again in his gleeful way, and said:

"Will you do it?"

"You shall ec. It shall be so. Nicholas Grip neveJ
Grip nodded his head in assent.
hE
fails. \Vill you go m the morning?"
"Take me with yon on board your electric machine," he
"With the break of day," said Frank.
' :
Eaicl. " I will take you directly to the Hidden Canyon!"
"I will be on hand. Remember, Nicholas Grip never
"You shall be repaid."
>11
fails."
Grip scowled at this.
V(
With his peculiar, chuckling laugh, the fellow ambled
"l don't want any pay!" he declared; "talk with you~
fri C'nds.

\ rhen yew arc reacly tcw go 1 am."

Frank turned and went back to the others.

away.
They had

Frank wu.tchecl him curiously out of sight.

been IYatching his confab with Grip.
"Well," laughed Haines, the tavern-keeper, "that chap low will bring
has got a-foul of you, has he?
gold pocket?"

Did he tell you of a rich

"Indeed it is," replied Tom Talcot.
wants remuneration.
Nicholas Grip.

ll.'

good results."

I Wesley Wall's face IYas radiant.

"I feel more hopeful than ever," he said.
reliable."

"Is that his weakness?" asked Frank.
"And he never

l'

Then he turned to the others.
l:
"His queer!" he declared: "but I feel sure that old fel -

"Grip is very

3

As there was no fmther reason for remaining in the bar-,

A strange sort of philanthropist is room, the t.hrec men wrnt back aboard the Whirl wind. Bar-

Many a fortune has he discovered for other ney ancl Pomp had meanwhile been vigilant.

people."

But nobody had altempted to do t.hc macl1ine any damage.

"Then his claims are genuine?"
"Certainly," replied Wesley Wall.

hold a

" I know you two rascals want to go off on a lark.

Well,

"Some of the richest conference upon action for the morrow.

pockets of rrold in these hills were brought i.o li ght by him."
"You don't mean it?"

to

Frank and his companion. went into the cabin

A Fmnk passed Barney and Pomp, he said:
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ahead.

I will look out for the Whirlwind until you get and thrusting a thumb in the arm-hole o.f his vest.

~k."

thought I was in London.

rt is needless to say that this permission was eagerly ac-

De cocktail will do dis chile!"

" I ax yure pardon!" said Barney, deferentially.

"As

long as it's not in Oireland I am, I'll take the Tom a.n d

ted by the two jokers.

Jerry, an' be loively, too!"

}

The barkeeper pulled his long mustache, fiercely, and as
OHAP'rER VI.

he mixed the "cliained lightning," he vouchsafed:
"Look hyar, sports.

THE SIGNAL FIRES.

n
s

Barney and Pomp had no dearer desire than to get out
td do the town.

·t

na

The permission given by Frank was

erefore just what they wanted.
"Ki-yi, chile!" cried the darky, "l jes' lay fo' to hab
"Bejabers, yez are roight, naygur !"cried Barney.

"I'm

'd yez!"
0

Pomp went down to his stateroom and put on his best
ogs.

The color were of the usual killing kind.

i \Yhen he came up he was a sight .for a comic almanac.
He carried his banjo under his arm .

When Bamcy ap-

eared he looked like an edition of a Galway sport .fresh

t

rom Donnybrook Fair.
joker~

Ye're in ther

wild an' woolly Southwest, and there's lots o' sharks lookin'
fer jest sich pigeons as yew!

Keep yer heads level."

faces at their vilene s, and then Barney struck up a jig on
his fiddle.
In a moment a great crowd was gathered about the two
fun-loving chap .

climbed out of the Whirlwind

umd marched into ihe saloon, or rather barroom, of the

Barney fiddled away, and Pomp danced

a lively clog.
Then the darky played a rattling, banging selection on
Lhe banjo, and sang somr plantation 8ong..
A lively time followed.

At once the f.,ro attaches of

Frank Reade, Jr., became extremely popular.
There i' nothing the miner likes better than music and
entertainment.

e H e carri ed his fiddle under his arm.
u Together thcl:le two

Sec!

Barney and Pomp swallowed the drinks, made up wry

Pomp stood on hi head, and Barney danced a jig.

·al,me fun wid de natives ob dis place afo' mornin' come."

',a

Ain't got nothin' ag'in ye, but ye're

not in Dublin nor ye ain't in Lunnon.

StoJ·ms of applause rewar led the musical

efforts, and the two jokers played and sang unLil nearry
exhausted.
They were trcatrd again and again, until finding that

oof and Horn.
rrh(:'ir appearance created a sensation.

they were getting a trifl.r mellow, they wisely abandoned

The denizens o.f Satan's Hole "·ere quaint characters the lmk and went back to the \Yhirlll'ind.
There "·ere a few hours yet before dawn, and they were
hcmseb·cs, but they had never seen make-ups like thi~
glad enough to avail themsches of these for slumber.

efore.
'f

Loungcrs straightened up and squinted at the two; gamlers dropped cards and chips, and stared.

H was truly a

d vonder.ful ight to th m.
"Bust my galluses!" muttered one rough sport.

However, when daybreak came all were astir.
Frank was anxious to get a way as soon as possible.
Nichola; Grip was on hand promptly.

"What

The eccentric old gold-seeker came aboarc1 the Whirlwind,

I never seed anythin' like that and his first move wa:; to go about curiously examining it.
"\Yell, Nicholas," said Frank, after awhile, "what do
afor outen a dream!"
you
think of her?"
But Barney and Pomp were apparently oblivious of all
The gold-seeker shook his head.
about them.
d'ye call them picters?

They marched up to the bar, and each slapped down a
silver dollar.

"Beyond me!" he declared.

"J don t understand it.

Wonderful!"

"Gib dis ·hile a little 'gator juice wid a pine tree in it,"
wid Pomp, pompously.

'rhat was all that he would vouchsafe.

But when the

Whirlwind rolled away and out of town, he sat by the rail

"I'll have a Dublin smash wid a squeeze i.n it, see!" and seemed to thoroughly enjoy the sensation.
said Barney, loftily.

"He is a queer old fellow!" laughed Frank.

"No doubt

The bartender stared at his new customers, and elevated thi is an experience which he will never forget!"
his chin.
"Talk United , taLes," he said, gruffly.

"Be sure o£ it," said Wall. "The old golcl-sceker knows
"If yc want a buL little o.f the world outside of New Mexico. He has

e:ocktail or a Tom and J erry, I kin give it to ye."
"Oh, 'scuse me!" said Pomp, twisting around on one heel

spent all his life here."
The Whirlwind rapidly left Satan's Hole behind.
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Up out of the valley she sped, and soon was in a pass
So Frank followed the advice of the gold-seeker.
machine kept on until the hills loomed up near at hanl
which led out of the Sentinel range to the westward.
An hour later they were upon broad plain sweeping
The signal fires had now died out. It was a
north and south to the horizon lin e. But to the westward that lhe Whirlwind was the cynosure of many pairs of
was a dim range of hills.
eyes on lhe heights about.
"The Apache Mountains!" said Wall.

"The Hi6Jen

"Is it easy to enter the hills?" asked Frank

Canyon and the stronghold of Cut Nose is in those hills. gold-seeker.
"Quite so, I reckin," replied Nicholas.

They are .forty miles distant."

"Then we will be there in two hours," said Frank.
If in than iew "it out."
:Mr. Grip keep' hi::: word and takes u~ to the Hidden Can"Whal Jo you mean?"
yon, we shall very soon know the £ate of your daughter."
"Why, 1 rcckin they'll try tew git the best of ye a!,,
Wall turned deadly pale, and paced lhe deck with an yc git intew the hills. Thet's their game, not tew let yer
out i.E they kin."
agitated manner.
:Frank smiled at this .
. "God grant lhat she lives!" he said, fervently.
11

llc began to see fun ahead.
On sped the Whirlwind o.ver the plain. lj}very moment
"You lon't m an to say that they'll pitch onto
the Apache hills grew nearer. Old Nicholas Grip walched
'obn
as we get into the hills?" he asked.
them intently.
"Yes, I do."
Suddenly he started up wilh a sharp cry.
"What would yon advise?"
"\Yhat's the matter? '' asked Frank, who was near.
"Don'l go in."
"Look ! " cried the gold-seeker; "kain't yew see that
"But--"
column of ~make on thet high peak thar ?"
"Stay outside. After midnight yew a11' I will risk
"Yes," replied Frank.
6Coui over the divide. P'raps we kin git into the 1-Iiddc
"Don't ye know what thet means?"
Canyon."
1e
"No."
"If we were sure of not Leinlf overpowered, would it n
"\Vaal, jest watch thet other peak thar I do ye see now?"
be better to go into the hills?" a ·ked Frank.
"Another column of smoke."
"I reckin i.t would."
"Exactly."
"Then we will do so," declared ~,rank, resolutely.
"What docs it mean?"
will ri~k their' apturing the Whirlwind. They'll have {
''It means thet them are signal fires. Ther savages
do :;ome tall fighting if lhey clo."
know we are coming, an· they"ll have a hot reception fer us."
"Cut Nose is a fighter," said Nicholas, significantly.
y
Frank knew that this was right.
"I don't care if he is I~' cried Prank, with impulse. ''
Thi was the Apache method of ~ignaling, and he knew am going in lhcre. Show us lhe pass, Nicholas."
that it was very e:ffectiYe. But he wa puzzled.
1'1le gold-seeker did so. The machine entered the paE
"How should they be warned of our coming?" he asked. and almost immediately the Cun began .
''I have not seen a sign of an Indian yet?"
A choru of yells went up, and were echoed from variffi
Old .1' icholas smiled.
points up through the pas .
"Son(e of them young bucks hev got rcg'lar telescope
The Eavages were gathered in .force upon the

eyes," he declared. "Didn·t ~ew run intew a wave o£ 'em walls and lhe mountain sidr.
afore yew got into Satan's I ole?"
'rhat they meant to give the invaders a hoL reception wa
"You are right," cried Frank, with sudden comprehen- certain.
siOn. "We did. Then it was them who carried the news
F1·om the canyon wall::; a fusillade of bullets and arro~
to the hills?"
F
came raining down upon the Whirlwind.
"In course !"
Of course, these clid no harm. 1'he machine kept on u
" ndoubtcdly they are prepared for our coming?"
"Yew kin bet they air."
"What do you advise?"
"Keep straight on. Thar ain·t no other move.
can't work any surprise on 'ern, yew bet."

the gorge. But the cri oiH was al hand.
Suddenly, Barney, in the pilot-hou e, let out a terrifie
yell. Tie gripped th~o~ brake-valve and brought the Whirl
Yew wind to a stop.
Not a moment too soon.
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mighty boulder came crushing down into the canyon

For the first time, since setting out upon the expedition,
It was Frank Reade, Jr., was stumped.
~rta
'l'hey wrrc protected by the overhanging wall, and were,
)f clo~e call for the machine.
k!Had th e bonlder struck it, it would havr been demolished. for the noncr, Rafe, bnL this was all that could be said.
They could go neither forward nor back. The canyon
Here was <L conti ngrncy for which !•'rank haLl noi pro:he
was
almo~i blocked with the huge rocks.
ed. Showers of stone:> and boulders ca me rattling down
What was to be done?
o the canyon.
ew "Begorra, :M.istbcr Frank!" cried Barney, wildly, ''it's a
Thl~ savages seemed for the moment to have gained the
completely blocked the course of ihc machine.

~hu~·e,

if wan av thim !Jig ' hLone:> hits us, upper hand, but Frank Reade, Jr., was not the one to

·rc done fer!"

yie~d

casil y to defeat.

a

'That is right!" cried \Yesley Wall, in alarm.
ye raid we' re in a bad crape, Frank."

"I'm

"Hold your horses!" said the young inventor, coolly.
We'll soon fix that."

H e quickly hit upon a plan of action.
"It looks as if \re were stuck, Frank!" cried Wall.
"I gurss not yet," replied the young inventor, in a matter-of-fact way.

Without a moment's hesitation Frank sprang to the
us eel.

"We will speedily a certain."

"\\'hat arc you go ing to do?"

"\\' hat I ought to have done in the first p.lace, and that is,
He gave it a quick turn, ~et the WltirhYind back a few clear yonder cliiTs of the red imps."
ards, and then ran around the boulder in its palh. He
"Can yon do it?"
ade a straight course up Lbe canyon.
"\\' e·n :;ec."
But, intrepid and daring as he was, Frank ~aw that he
Frank went forward and soon rea ched the turret. He

ras incurring a most terrible risk.

~ tepped out upon deck, and put his hand upon the breech of
The ~aV<lges were rolling enormous boulders to the verge the d.vnamile gun.
.
f ihe canyon. 'ooner or later one of these must fall upon
It rcquireu but a momr nt of time to insert a projectile.
w machine.
The pneumatic chmnbc>r wn;; drawn back anu he pres~ed

sk
~d

I

n This, o.f course, would mean ruin

to the Whirlwind. Such the spring.

horrible contingency must be avoided.
But how?

This wa" the question.

Frank di sliked to turn about and go back in his course.

Out of the muzzle of the gun leaped the deadly dynamite
projectile.

It struck the brow of the cliff with a thunderous roar.
The damage executed was most frightful to contemplate.
Whpt was to be done? Certainly something very quickAs chance had it fully a score of the Apaches were here
y, or a ·terrible cata trophc would result.
secreted behind heaps o.f rock.
They fancied thcmsehes secure. They were undeceived
in a most startling manner.
CHAPTER VII.
Death met them almost instantly. The rocks about were
THE PIGllT IN 'l'IIE C.l)fYON.
:.,hivererl and powdered, and the bodies of the savages hurled

tYct to go ahead seemed to invite CCl'lain di~a ter.
1

lS

JUI

.
0

ln this fearful prcdicamml Frank Rcadr, .Tr., was, per- in t.he air.
Some of them came tm11bling down into the canyon .
wp., the cookst man on board.

The young inventor seldom lost e:oJnmund of his nerve. They were frightfully mutilated.
For a moment the eYent silencec1 i.he yells of the Apaches
, lt was thi,; remarkable fnculLy that. now :;an>d t.hc day.
He chanced to Rec, just in the uick 0 f ti mr, a ~heltcrcd all up and down the gorge, but then they broke forth more
IVI··pot, where the canyon wall jutted out ancl formed a ::;ort of fierce ancl savage than ever.
Frank sm iled sardonically.
part.ial roo.f.
Under thi s he ran the Whirlwim1.
too soon .

H '''a::; noL n moment

This

wa~

just what he wanted, as it enabled him to locate

A lmge boulder crashed clown upon the spot the the largest bodies of the foe.

machine had just left.

He sighted a spur o.f the canyon wall some two hundred

All up and down lhe canyon rocks and debris were being yards further up the gorge.

Here, he was sure, a large

number of the foe were concealed.
It was certain that the redskin s had adopted the best
·w ithout a moment's h esitation he sighted the eJ.ectria
gun. 'rh rc was a hissing sound, a recoil.
and only lllOde of safe attack upon the Whirlwind.

showered down over the cliffs.
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Then another projectile struck the wall at that angle. instant the huge trees were shattered, and the landscaptnd
The air was fiiled with flying bodies and rocks.

that spot was startlingly transformed.

Again and again Frank sent the deadly bombs along the
mountain wall.

What became o.f the unwary Apaches there concealed '\11

From every hiding place the savages were never known.

driven in wild confusion.
In less time than it takes to tell it he had literally swept

T
1

Th y were not seen nor heard .from againt w

On down the canyon the Whirlwind now ran.
Soon they were once more out upon the plain.
Nicholas Grip, the gold-seeker, poinled to the southwa1 !"

the canyon wall of t1le red .foe.
For the nonce the coast was clear; but how IYere they to

"Go on for a mile in that 'ere direction," he said.

"!I

1P
'l'ons of boulders lay in the Whirlwind's path. tE:ll ye when we cum tew iL"
"Is this secret path known to the Indians?" asked Frat B e
"You've cleaned 'em out, Frank!" cried Wall; "but how

proceed?

The gold-seeker shook his head.

are we going to go ahead?"

let

"Nobod.·y know::; about ihe cave but me," he declared. "'H

"It looks dubious," agreed Frank.
Nicholas Grip, the gold-seek~r, had witnessed all with is a hard place to find.
a.tt ent·wn.

Go 011 as I lell ye."
s I
Accordingly the Whirlwind kcpl on to ~he southward. )un
At the ba c ol' the hill t he machine ran on for a mile, rid

"Eh? exclaimed :E'rank; "what is it, my good friend?"

ordered by Grip. _Then the gold-seeker put up his bauko
Barney brought the · machine to a stop.
'Gc

nlllch l·ntcrest.

'rl1e query of

wa11 a ttrae ted h.1s

"There is a way!" he declared.
" There is another pass, and it leads to a cavern which
will take us into the center of the hills; but we must first
go back."
This was certainly interesting information, and aroused
To go l'orwan1 was certainly out of the question, for to
remove or displace the boulders would require tlmc, and the
Whirlwind certainly could not go around or over them.

It seemed the only course to go back, and so it was deOnly one boulder completely blocked the course in

He

wa~

' Al

orne cli stancc orer a ridge tl'hE

gone £or some minute .

wa

At this point there were clumps oi -outhern pines anutl
mesquites.

The e dotted the slope here and there.

"Ugh!" exclaimed Wall, "lhi · is a lonesome spot.

.c\nd Frank quickly disposed of that.
H e placed a dynamite cartridge of enormous power in
the rear gun; he drew a line upon the boulder.
1'hen he pre sed the spring.

'\.

t 1

don't see why Satan shou ld not pre-empt this spot and ink.
stitute a new Hades."
"Indeed you arc right," laughed ] rank.

thi · direction.

tastic forms the rocks have !

"\\nat fanrh

There is a crude representa' .L~

iion of his Satanic majesty done in sandstone, over yonder.Vw

The curious shapes ol' the rock .formation were iJ;Jdee('
·o,
remarkable.
The imagination needed not a great amount of stretchin@rl

Bang-crash !

to make the rocks into all sorts of ghoulish and fantastic: l

The huge boulder was reduced to fragments which were
lodged against the canyon wall.

The path was literally

cleared of the obstruction.
Barney reversed the engine, and the machine began to
run backward down the canyon.
Suddenly Wall cried:
"Look out, Barney!

He walked .forward for
land.

the hopes of all.

cided.

Grip waited until it had stopped entirely, then leap€>ecl
uown upon the ground.

~hapes.

H

While stuuying these features Talcot chanced to gaze backv
over the mountain range.
He gave a start.
"Look!" he cried, with thrilling force.

"What are the

np to now?"

Danger ahead!"

New signal fires were seen blazing from almost everfC
A wild, pE:ak. It was very evident thal the Apaches were concoct-B
j eering warwhoop emanated from a clump of cedars far up ing some new method of attack upon their foe.
s
on the mountain wall.
There seemed not a trace ol' the red foe in this vicinity.~
Down into lhe gorge came a huge boulder. But its disBut it is a very trite saying in the Southwest that "When s
lodgment wa · premature. The Whirlwind stopped just in no Apache is in ight, be sme there are plenty near."
J
The warning came just in the nick of time.

time.
Frank instantly sighted the rear gun.
He pres ed the spring.

So the traveler did not accept any undue risk, but kept l'
a sharp lookout.

J

"What has become of Grip?" suddenly asked Wall, anxi-]

The bomb struck in the midst of the cedar elump. In an ously. '"Can anything have happen d to him?"
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ndeed, the gold-seeker's absence had been quite extend-
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Nicholas Grip excitedly cried:

•rwenty, and then thirty, minutes came and passed.

"Go ahead!"

lnow began to feel worried.

"Go ahead, is it?" gasped. the Celt.

nlt was by no means impossible that he had been ambushell kin I do that?"
killed by skulking Apache::;.
"Can't you see?
' 'Upon my word!" rried 'ralcot, "l am anxious about lay !"

"Shure, howiver

Go right into the cavern.

•
Don't de-

Barney was dumbfounded. He hesitated to obey this
' 'I done fink som body ought Lo go an' look £o' him," command.
d Pomp.
For aught he knew this would be certain ruin and de1

'Bejabers, T'll be wan!" cried Barney, agerl y.
1

let the l wo av u go, 1Iisther Frank?"

" Will struction. He had not sufficient confidence in the eccentric
gold-seeker; so he continued to hesitate.

" Hold on-there\; no need of iL !" cri •d \\'all, suddenly.
s I live there he i !"
.. ''ure enough, Nicholas Grip now appeared to view over
, 1 ridge

of land.
ll!koning signs.

CHAPTER VIII .

He stood up quite erect, and made some

'Go al1ead with Lhe machine, Barney!'' cried Frank; "he
) eckoning for u~ to come on."

THE SECRET VALLEY-THE FOOTPRIXTS.

'l'h.is made Grip furious.
"Why 'don·t you go ahead, you clown?" he yelled; "do as

I tell ye."

'All roight, sor. ''
"Begorra, I'm no sich fool as to risk go in' inter all that
he Whirlwind rolleu fonvaru, and Gr ip ran on ahead.
wather," pcr8i ted the Celt, stubbornly.
was rather rough ground OYer the ri~:;e, but then the
"But it's not deep!"
n uth of the gorge was seen.
"I'm not so shure av that!"
"A foaming tonent of w::tter surged down through it.
Nicholas Grip wore roundly for a moment. Then he
tt upon one side there was a high and dry platform of
ran ont upon the deck and leaped over the rail.
.n:k.
Along the ~:;helf of rock he rai). and straight into the cavGrip led the way out upon Uus.
ern. Barney saw that at the point where he entered the
n hen a the Whirlwind came up he climbed on deck.
water was certainly not unkle deep.
;a.' All right!" he cried, gleefully; "there'8 not an Injun
"Begorra, that'' quare enough,'' muttered the Celt; "if
·. 'ywhere around here.

The coast is clear."

eQ'Good :for you!" cried .Frank, joyfully.
ro, Richolas Grip."

it's no deeper than that
"You are a roighL"

hure the machine will go all

At this moment Frank came forward.
1gThe gold-seeker shrugged his shoulders, as i.f he did
"We will tnl't him, .Barney," he saicl. "I see it all, I
id: like this a~sertion, but he said nothing.
think. This is the way the entrance to the cavern is made.
He went into the pilot-house now, and showed Barney The channel of the stream ia on the other side, and the ledge
~klv to proceed into the canyon.
extend into the place, but is overflowed wilh the high cur!For fully a mile into the hills the canyon extended.
rent."
It was a wonderful and picturesque scene.
'l'h.is was a correct solution. The machine entered the

!JUpon one side ro e the mighty canyon wall.
Upon the other the mountain torrent :foamed and thun-

cavern.
As it was intensely dark in the place, Frank turned on

jy red down over the rocks.
the sear chlight. 'rhe Whirlwind crept cautiously along
t- But after a time a level was reached, and here ihc water over the submerged shelf.
For a hundred yards this was necessary. Then the ca 1' s slow and sluggish.
And now the canyon ended in a blank wall; further prog- ern broadened several hundred feet, and a distant gleam of
n ;s seemed barred.
daylight was een.

f.

Frank understood now exactly the character of the place.
The stream apparently ran out of a high arched cavern.
1t e i:ream occupied the entire width of this; the ledge This cavern was nothing more nor less than the outlet of
e to an end.
the river from an inner valley.
- Barney brought the machine to a stop.
It was certainly a secret and safe way of getting into the
"Begorra, ph what now?" h e cried.

hills.

"T)A.NK B,
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The ordinary explorer would never have dreamed of en- until nightfall.
then."
tering the cavern through the apparent flood of water.
But there were few parts oi these hill s that old Nicholas
Grip .was evidently not familiar with.
"Frank realized the keen advantage of having secured his
services. They were alma t invaluable.

\\' l' kui u't visit the canyon safely uck

rT

" What, then we cannot reach it with the Whirlwin1
\\']]
a::.ked Frank.

''I'm Tiot suttiTI, yi t. We've got to do some prospeC1 <
1
:fust. I think thar's a way the machine kin be got up tL

1

Grip led the way through the entire cavern on foot.
But we'll pay a vi~it to the place ter-night."
r l
" And see t he oahosis !" laughed Frank.
The passage did not occupy over half a.;t hour. Then
tn·
the machine emerged into a green verdure-clad pocJet in
Grip did not reply. H e had stretched himself out i~r;
chair on the deck, and appeared to be oblivious of all ab
the hills.
W(
Steep heights arose upon all sides. In most parts these ~.
ID
were unscalable.
Grip had a smile of grim triumph upon his face as he
came alongside the Whirlwind. H e clambered up on the
deck, and ~., rank cried: ·
"vYhat a feat you have accomplished, frie11d Grip. \Ve
should never have dreamed of this place as being in existence."
"There·s not an Injun in the Apache tribe knows of it,"
said tho gold-seeker, positively. "\Yc are all safe ~1ere.
What is more, we're not half a mile from the Hidden Canyon and its mystery."
"Its mystery?" asked Frank.
"Why, yes!" replied Grip. "Haven't ye ever heerd of
that ?"

Frank exchanged glances with Wall. Both left the d
11(
of the machine, and sauntered down to the bank of the ri
p<
near.

ll'l

They were intensely interested in this remote and se~I
valley in the hill~, wh ich was not known to be in exister,,
even ip ihc cunning red men.
vc
The fn ct tbat ihey were so near the Hidden Canyon, o,,
i.bt they were likely to set eyes upon i.t very soon, gave t h1,

a thrill, Wall particularly.
"
H e was much excited, and was doubtless counting ·"
moments un til he ;;honld be able to effect the rescue of
1(
dnrling child.

Along Lhc bank of the river they were strolling, aT
Frank had ju st said:

•a

"Never!" replied Frank.
"Only think; other than Grip we are the only white Illt
'
" Why, its upper end is harntecl, they say, by ghosts. ever visitant.s of this secret vall ey!"
Ther Apaches nercr go up into thet part of ther canyon.
''Or hulJ1an beings lik<:ly !"
F
It's too skecry fer them."
"Aye!"
ll
"Oh, an Indian superstition."
Then both paused.
IT
Grip opened his eyes am] closed them again in an exAt the same moment they had caught sight of an obi';,
pressive way.
which indeed gave them a most startling thrill.
t1
There, in the smooth ~and of the river bank, were fo·)l
"ls it?" he exclaimed. "W aal, now, ye don't need to
prinls. They were made by a white man, also, with(I
allow thet I'm superstitious."
doubt, for tbe imprint of heel and sole was certainly tl,E
"I ~houlcl say not."
"Yet I kin testify that thet part of ther Hidden Canyon of a leather boot.
I
is harnted by gho ts !"
For a moment they were too astonished to speak.
r
Frank was astonished.
'l'hen Frank shoaled:
"You are not serious?"
"Grip, come here, quick!"
I
"Yes, I am!"
The gold-seeker heard the cnll , and quickly respond)l
" Ghosts ?"
As he came up, ·Frank pointed to the footprint .
t

Word s cannot express the sensation and emotion betra;,.
"Yes; an' I've seen 'em, long white robes and all."
Grip spoke positively. Frank saw that he was in dead by th e gold-seeker ':; face. J:i' or a moment he regarded ·cr
"
eerncst. Here was a new phase in the affair upon which footprints wilh dilated eyes.
the young inventor had not counted.
Then he gasped :
"Some one else knows of the valley, and comes he,
H e was puzzled.
Yet he was too politic to dispute Grip. The gold-seeker That's dmned queer!"
threw off hi s coat, and said :
"And a. white man , lao!" snid Frank.
"We mought as well make ourselves comfortable hyar
Grip slowl y noclclccl his head.
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It was arranged that Tom Talcot and Pomp should recks ?" asked \Vall.
main to guard the \Vhirlwind.
Grip did not ~eem to heed this la-st remark. He got
Frank, and Barney and Wesley Wall were to accompany
l wn and examined the footprints.
Grip. Armed to the teeth and fully equipped they set out.
Across the valley they walked, and then began t.o climb
He tried to follow !he trail. But the spongy mass, like
:; •l of the bank, precl.uded this. However, he did observe: im ascent, which seemed to lead them between high hills.
' "The trail leads toward thcr Hidden Canyon. Keep
H ere was a art of narrow pass, which could not be seen
'Can it be that some one of the gha-ts made those

1

· heads cool, friends.

We'll know more about this before from the valley.
Grip fell back to Frank's side, and said:

. any days."
1

Truly here was a mystery of no light sort. Its solution,
"I reckon the machine could go through here?"
b1wever, wa determined upon by all.
"Oh, yes," replied Frank; "with the greatest of ease!"
Frank had a . cerci th ory lhat the footprints were in
"Then it kin be taken down inter thcr Hidden Canyon,"
~ e way connected with the ghostly inhabitants of the affirmed the gold-seeker; "that is a great point."
1
• per canyon.
He was determined to investigate the ghost
"Indeed it is,'' declared Frank. "I am hopeful of suc..e:ess."
He men lion •d this to Wall.
"Nicholas Grip never did fail!" declared the gold-seeker,
'·I'm with you!" cried the ranch man. "T always did shutting his lips tightly.
vc a weakne~ · for fcncling out ghosts. We will sift it."
The party pre sed on through the gap, keeping cautiou~ly
' "l( we sec them!"
in shadows. Suddenly Grip paused.
h ""' es. "
"Look ycnd(!r !" he whispered, hoarsely.
" I rath"r lloubt thal part of Grip's story."
All eyes were turned in the in\licated direction. There,
"Yet everything he bas mentioned thus far has come against the smooth and rocky wall of a mountain was the
reflection of a brilliant light.
c!"
''That i so."
It covered the entire mountain side, and was intensely
a' The result of all this was that all in the party anxiously bright. The explorers gazeLl at it wonderingly.
raited the coming of darkness, so that the proposed visit
"It is a reflection from ther camp fires of ther r eds in
m the Hidd en Canyon coultl be made.
ther Hidden Canyon,'' declared Grip.
•\.t length

(hnknc~g

began to Fhul down.

Pomp had prepared an appctir.ing meal, to which all did
hplc

ju~ticc.

m of i.hc

fL eontribulrd not a little to ihe rcjuvcna-

~piril~

:>j Nic-holas Grip

of all in the pH riy.

wa~

aH silent and non-committal as ever.

"Ah! then we are above them?" asked Frank .
"Sartin! Ye'll sec ther hull of 'em soon."
And a few mom nts later Grip led the party out upon a
· shelf of rock 1rhich hung over a mighty gorge.
Far below wa. the Hidden Canyon, a long anCl narrow

t there 1ra::; a troubled light in his eyes, as if something valley, deep down among the stupcndon~; hills.
fo ubk>d him.
Ii was weil named the I·Iidden Canyon, for it was cerh Doublless, it was the my. tery of the footprints in the tainJy hidden until one came upon it all at once.

tl ver

~and.

And deep do1rn there in the canyon a thrilling scene was
However thi s was, nobody ventured to enter into an ar- revealed to the sight of the entire party. They gazed upon
1ment with him upon the subject, and so he was left to it with thrilled interest.

It was the encampment of an immcn:;c bo<ly of Indians.

own meditations.
Darknc~~ came on, but it was not blackness.

The ::;ilver Apacl1es they were, and their number must ha ve been in the
1
ld oon rode l1igh in the heaven s, and bathed the landscape thousands.

\th a ;:ihwy radiance.

~a) "\"fill

There were tepees and ranchcrias o( l:iark and skin, with

t)1at balk us?" asked .Frank, as he saw Grip &tudy- huge baRkets and earthen bowls for wa!.l'r lyi.ng about.

g the sky.

•
"Yew bet not!" replied tlw gold-seeker.
. I reckon."
h •· How soon will we start:·

" 1 reckon naow !"
"Good!"

Hundred ' of savage were figuring in the routine of the

"It will help encampment of braves, squaws and cl1 ildren .
The glare of the camp fires was powerful, and lit up this
part of t.he canyon well.
Truly a more secure or better hiding place for Cut No::;c's
villainous gang could not be imagined.
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Even as he spoke a curious blue and ghostly light se~
CHAPTER IX .

to run along the canyon wall.
It was £allowed by other tmy globules, which seemed·ac

THE GHOSTS.

will-o' -th e-wisps gamboling madly along the dizzy he:!e

For some while the party of white men gazed upon the
Indian encampment silently.
"Only to think.

Then Wall said:

Perhaps my little girl is somewhere

(iown there a prisoner in their midst."
"Begorra, if so, thin she's loikely to remain so," said
Barney.

"Shure,. we niver cud git the Whirl wind down

there."

The walls o£ the gorge were ve_ry high and precipitous.
t~e

::>t

"Some na u 1

phenomena."
I

Whirlwind to get down into

the place.

'lP

But r,he next moment a startling vision rewarded to
gaz of all.

['a]

Out upon the canyon wall came a line o£ white fu•ar

They looked like monks in cowls and gowns of purest, d
~~

•

Indeed, this seemed true.
There seemed no way for

Frank 1\'atched the exhibition.
"Just as I thought! " he muttered.

~

Astounded, all gazed upon the strange sight. Alonglrc
mountain wall these dismal figures seemed to glide ra-m
than walk.

cec

Frank Reade, Jr., gazed at the sight keenly. He wp t
But Frank said :
"N
· d . n11r e can comman d the whole va1ley fTOrn skeptic .
.r ever mm
"Those are human beings," he muttereq; ''but whae
this point with the electric guns."
their game?"
a
"And bring them to terms quickly enough," said Wall.
Thi was the mystery.
:le
"On me worrud, that is the only way to fool the omadIf they were white men (for they could hardly be b
houn's, bad cess to ·em!" declared Barney.
Jian ) what was their motive in their fantastic act? 'Cl
Nicholas Grip made no comment. After they had studied
It might be <l ~mbterfugc to drive away the de8.) .
the Indian encampment awhile, he said :
Apaches; but wl1at on C'arth could induce white mene
"Now, let us visit the Upper Canyon, or the Haunted
dwell in this Godfor aken wilderness? '
Valley."
However, it was enough to know that they d]d elwell hie
" I s that necess:uy ?" asked Frank.
Not for a moment did Fra11k Heac1c·, Jr., regard the stri\v
"It mought be," said Grip, curUy. "You mought like
li gures as anyLhing but tancri blc flc,;h and blood.
n.
to sec th e ghost s, too !"
"There's
·omc
game
to
thi~," he muttered. "I can't r l
"Certai_nly," cried Wall. "You are in that, ch, I•'r anki'"
dcrstand ii, but 1 mean to fmcl out."
n
"Oh, of course," laughed the young inventor.
But it was evident that Grip took matters seriously.
seemed to be a fil'm believer in the ghost theory.

He ·

It caused

But Grip now gave all a smprise.

H e had stood watching tbc face o£ the others more tlu
he did the strange figures in white.

Frank a smile.
He clid not wholly eli credit the gold-seeker' affirm'ations.

;Now he cried to Frank:

"Now what do ye think of it, pal?" he cried.
H e was certain that
some natural phenomena would explain away the whole believe any in ghosts now?"
thing.
Frank shrugged his shoul ders.
But he did disbelieve in the ghosts.

So h e laughed softly to himself as they strode away upon
I

.

the curious errand to the upper canyon.

A half hour later, after a tortuous way through syca-

Ji

0

a
" DeB

d
L't

"rrhosc arc n,ot ghosts," h e said.
"What arC' they, then?"

s

"Human beings!"

p

more scrub and rocky dells, the party came out upon the

"Do ye think so?"

e

verge of a canyon wall.

"Yes."

[j

"I want to ask you a question."

)I

"Well?"

:\

It was the upper end of the Hidden Canyon.

All gazed

upon the moonlit scene below.

It differed from the Lower Canyon only in the fact that it

"If a man should fire at those critters, and he was a d'l

was, i£ anything, more deeply walled in by high cliffs of f'hot, wh at would you expect to see?"
stone.

Bnt Grip pointed to the north side, and said :

"Yonder is the long shelf o£ rock along which the ghosts
take their walk.

K eep a sharp eye out."

0

" I should expect to see the other man fall," said Fra)
wwaal, look at this."
The old scout , put a good cha~ge into his gun.

e

He 6E

FRANK

Ul.!u

~ >d the muzzl e and took deli berate aim at the ghostly 1
res.
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The other watched with interest.

Tbe ulmost blackness reigned in the spot where they h ad
been .

. t rack!

For .orne moment all in the party remained silent; only
Frank Reade, Jr., did not incline to a superstitious fear.

i he rifle spoke sharply.
, ot one in the party but expected to see one of the ghost-

t gures fall; but this did not happen.

Even Wesley Wall, practical man that he was, felt nervous.

He handed the

rip turned and recocked the repeater.
1

e to Frank.

If it had been anything which he could have comprehcnded, this would not have been so.

'Take aim!" he cried.

"See if ye kin do any better."

•r rank took the rifle but hesitated.
s I ddike !o take human life," he said.
'Ye can't do it!" declared Grip, po itively. "Go ahecl
'
~ fire, l tell ye !"
:t.t hus adjured, Frank lifted the rific to his sh uldcr. He
ced along the sight carefully, selected the leading .figure,
~aj pullef1 the trigger .
he young inventor was a goo-d. shot.
atlle coulcl have been almost sure oi bringing down hi
n at that distance. But a surpri f' was in store for him.
rhe figure marched on in it gliding way as though it
·e but air, and not vulnerable to bullet.. Something like
)eculiar sense of awe, which he did not like to admit,
~a c over ,Frank.
n c lowered the rifle, and stared at the distant target.
Thunder!" hC; exclaimed; "that is mighty queer !"
h "icholas Grip laughed so.ftly.
·a What. did I t.eU ye !" he declared.

But he was wholly unable to understand the queer manifestation .
Frank Reade, .T r., was not long, however, in hitting upon
a theory, though .for the time he kept it to himself.
But Nicholas Grip was anxious to take action.
''Well, what shall we do, Cap' en?

Do you want to bring

your electric guns up here and attack ther reels ter-night ?"
Frank hcsiiatccl Wesley Wall, who was eager for expcditious work, cried :
"Yes; by all means let us do it.

Can we not, Frank ?"

The young imcntor 11·as silent a moment.
~idcring

the

advi~abili1.y

He was con-

of the move.

Had there been some Etrat.egie plan he would have prefC;rrcd it.

But he could think of none.

It wonld have been an easy enough matter

to open fire

upon the encampm ent in the Hidden Canyon f rom that
range, and ::;pccclily destroy it.
But on the other hand, would it en ure the safe recovery

"Ye car(t. bring

m spirits with lean balls l kin tell yc !"

H e ex-

claimed :

o.f Corinne \\'all, which was, after all, the main object o£

t That is Ycry queer, Frank," said \V esley Wall. "Ugh! the expedition?
n·t say that I like the looks o.f the thing. Let's get
If ~he was a prisoner in some one o.f the tepees below:
it was possible that she might receive a fatal wound from

of thi ."

tl\arney's hair wa~ on end, and he was shivering like a dog ~orne one o.f the bombs, as well as any of the red foe .
This was c..:rtain ly a consider ation not to be ignored, and
out his kin. All the super;;titious terror of his nature
Frank realized it. well.
aroused.
)o

But he finally drcicled.

Begorra, it's a proce' sion of banshee !" he declared.
1clluck to thim,

WC''d.

"We will bring the machine up here," he declared ; "then

bctthcr git out av here !"

rank Reade, Jr., had not a particle of superstition in we can decide upon the next move."
nature, and in spite of all the ghostly manifestations he
seen, he would not yet yield to such a belief.

"Good!" cried \\'all.

"I hope that all will be for the

best!"

Pshaw!" he exclaimed angrily, "that is all tomfoolery !

"We all hope thaL, I reckon," said Grip.

le clever rascals are playing a ~harp game."

With this conclu ·ion tho little party of rescuers tu rned

It i queer, though, that if they arc human beings, back down the mountain.
her you nor Grip could drop one o.f them," said Wall.

The course which it was deemed easiest for the \Yhirl-

\.h, but they may be protected in some secret manner," wind to take was carefully marked out.

It did not. require a great length of time for them torePomp and Talcot welcomed
them warmly.
fraOf course I Jo."
The Whirlwind wa s at once started u p the ascent and into
fore more could be said, however, the light and the
the gap between the hills.
:e e figures vani shed as if by magic.
L

dtarcd Frank.

"You may be sure such is the case."

Do you really think so?"

turn safely to the Whtrlwind.

I
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Soon it was ·upon the upper level, and progress the rest
of the way was easy.

CHAPTER X.

It was stationed at a point from whence a good view of
both the upper and lower canyons could be had.

THE SECRET :MINE.

{

;a
It would now have been a very easy ma~ter for the young
inventor to have destroyed the encampment so far below.
«very well," ngreed the ranch owner, readily. «I w
But he decided not to do it.
all in your hands, .M:r. Reade. Can I assist tfOU ?"
I
«I have another and a better plan," he said.
«It is possible," replied Frank. «Pomp, I want yc ,
Wall was extremely impatient. But he did not demur get ready to go with me."
1

a't iM.is decision of Frank's.

« A'right, sah, '' replied the darky, with much alacrilr

He knew that the young inventor understood his busillCtiS, and he had full confidence in his superior judg.
mcnt.
It was now some time past midnight. All were upon the
deck, when suddenly Barney gave a groan of terror.
«Begorra, there is the banshees ag'in!" he cried; "bad
cess to thim !"

.

Frank's preparations were quickly made. He took a 0
·c
coil of wire, which was connected with the dynamos, au_
telegraph sounder and connecting baltery.
,
Barney was to remain in the pilot-house, and follow"
tain instructions given by Frank.
Grip had stood by noncbalanlly until now.
said:·

The same strange light lit up the wall of the upper .can«Well, ::\lister Rcaclc, what about me?"
· tl1e w h't
«Oh, .von!"
exclaimed Frank,· ''of course I \rant you
yon, an d agam
1 e fi1gures were seen g J.d.
1 mg across.
.1
For a moment Frank Reade, Jr., watched the scene with me. Let us lie off."
indecision.
And the three explorers left the deck of the Whirl\
and
set forth in the utter darkness.
Then he exclaimed:
Frank paid out the wire as he went on. Barney ha(
"By heaven, I will Ultravel that mystery!"
Quick as a flash he ran forward and drew the slide of the orders to, at a signal from Frank by means of the sour
connect the wire with the dynamo and turn on the
searchlight.
current.
It was a risky move, for it might reveal the presence of
Along the wall of the canyon the three men silently r
the Whirlwind to the Apaches on the other side.
their way.
But Frank was so intent in his purpo~e that he did not
It wa some three hundr d yards around to the brin
heed thi fact.
the precipice above the spot where the ghosts "walk
The glare of the electric light fell full and fair upon the
Arrived at this point Frank advanced to the very '
canyon wall.
of the precipice. He lay fiat upon his stomach and
Almost instantly a blood-curdling Fhriek arose upon the
tempted to pierce the depths below.
air of the canyon, and the white figures disappeared.
But the darkncs · was too great. He listened, bul
There was revealed the wall of the canyon as plain as
was the stillness of the grave.
day.
Grip had been at his side all the while.
But not a sign of the spirits could be seen, nor was there
"Waal !" exclaimed the gold-seeker, with interest, "1
any indication that they had ever been there. Not the
do ye think of it, Reade?"
I
slightest foothold for a human being was visible.
"Can't say yet," said Frank, laconically. "I'm g
Frank kept the glare of the searchlight upon the spot to take a little trip of investigation down there."
some moments. The11 he shut it off.
"Yew are?"
•
All was darkness. 'The ghosts had truly taken flight.
"Yes."
"That's a clever trick, however it's done," muttered the
"But how will ye do it?"
young inventor; "but I think I can unearth the secret."
"I'll show you."
He turned to Wall.
Frank drew from his pocket a coil of steel rope. It
"I don't sec as we can do anything at present with the fnlly one hundred feet in len(Tth, and while seemingly e
Apache~," he said. "I am interested in this ghost story, to bear his weight, was nevertheless capable of bearin1
and I think first it will be advisable to solve the mystery. times as much.
lt may lead to valuable discoveries."
One end of this steel rope he fastened about a sp

FR
a ~ecure manner.
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Then he turned to Pomp and

p.

Suddenly he paused as he was g1:oping his way along in
the dark.

Xow, T want you to follow m.v directions implicitly,"

A distant,

aid.

He placed his ear to the wall of the passage, and listen ed.

A'righl, Marse li'rank," replied Pomp.

"\Vhn' nm

it There

want?''

when to stop or to pull me up.

I will signal

~lid

Like a flash the explanation of all came to Frank.
fl

secret mil).e.

Down he slid Apaches at bay, and protecting the miners at their work.
But who were the miners?

a ,uddenly his feet encountered something which was ad:ed to the face of the cliff.
v fe reached down and put h is hand upon

it. It

Frank knew well enough that there were many rich mines
of gold in these hills, but that as a rule they could not be

was a safely worked for fear of the murderous Apaches.

~.

If it was true that white men were thus secretly delving

I thought so," he muttered.
here were a number of wires ru1ming across the face of
cliff.

He heard quite plainly the regular,

The ghost game was a device for keeping .t he stealthy

over the verge of the cliff.

g the fae:r: of the cliff.

t

wa~:> no mistake.

It was

See?"

All right," agreed 0 rip.
rank

pect~ar sound came to his hearing.

methodical ring and thud of a pickax far in the distance.

I want you to lower me over the edge.

2
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Frank grasped one of them and made his way

for treasure in these hills, their methods were ingenious,
and their courage certainly great.
It was inien:;ely dark in the pa tiage, but Frank pushed on

1

g around an angle in the wall.
slowly.
hi~ brought him to a crevice, which conld only be een
Suddenly he came to an angle in the wall; here the pas·l a certain angle. All wa darlmes' in the crevice.
1

ferre: waB one of the young inventor's characteri8tics.
a ldid not hesitate to step boldly into the crcviee.
ll

e felt a draught of air, and with a thrill r alized that

e • mu,;t be a 'izcable cavern beyoml.

sage intersected with another.

A cold draught came from a passage to the right.
"'l'hat lead~ to the open air," thought Frank.

"I sh all

What my~tery was gc to tlw left."
He was guided now by the ring of picks, and he heard

knew that this could ne\'N be the work of the the hum of voiee~. Pushing ahead he turned another anP erhap~ a band. oJ' outlaw,; oc.:cupied the place. gle in the passage wall, and. came upon an a::;tounding scene.
1
l'

.
e:rept .mlo tl ll: e:reY1ce.

ed i:<cnf:<lf.dng the rope by which he lind

de~eemlcd, hP tied

n ~pur o[ rock, and then crept into lhe c.:al'l'l'll.

n<\ c·arril·d

the ,;lender dynamo wire and the telegra]Jh

whil·h he ]Jilid out from the ::;pools

<l:'

he wen[ on.

.\ dozen rough-dad men occupied a high-arched. cavern
c·li ~unber, which wa::; lit by oil lamp,; protected by screen s

oJ' wit·e.
'l'hey were digging in the alluvial soil of the cavern floor.

By lhe light of a lantern, on the grou11d near by, Frank saw
liP knew that they were nuggets

a heap o[ yellow stones.
of gold.

No duubl a mighty f01tune was there represented.

The

young in vcnlor gazed upon the ;;cene with interest.

nweb ,[rung on a wirc·," he muttcrell; "lhat explains

g the

bullet~

did not hriug them down."

What .;lwuld uc do?

lie tried Lo probe the character

o:l these ;;ecret miners by their faces.

They all looked

e wires were so cleverly arranged that the puppets hnest to him .
l be marlc to travel back and forth a ·ross the cliff in

Ilis mind was instantly made up.

air.

Tie st.epped boldly into the cavern, and said :

)ere was a smell of pho,;phorus and brimstone, which
"How are you friends ? I give you good cheer !"
It inecl how lhe gepule:hral light was made.
The efl'cct of this was startling. Excited cries went up,
y tt where was t.he human operator of this strange de- and the miner::; dropped their pieks and snatched up rifles
i, was the query which now occurred
~P' greatly intl're::;tell

ln.

him.

to

which they aimed at Frank. . But the young inventor put
Frank, and up hi::; hand.

lie was determined io as-

"Hold!" he cried .
shoot me I"

"I come as a friend.

You w1ll n ot
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"Who are you, and how did you get in here ?" cried the
"Then it would be blue times for us. They'd ove_
us pretty quick."
leader of the miners, almost fiercely.
"Do they know of the existence of this cavern?" t<
"I ~m a friend, an'a I came in by way of the cliff," re"No; but the discovery that the ghosts were not "
plied Frank.
fide spirits would open their eyes, and it is hard indeE1
"The cliff?"
"Yes. I was endeavoring to solve the ghost mystery, hide anything from an Apache."
As Bruce ceased speaking a sudden ominous sound
and lowered myself down on a rope only to find my way
upon the ears of all, and gave them a start.
in here."
From the disbnce down the dark passage leading']
The miners exchanged glances.
r

"The jig is up, boys !" cried one of them.

"We are ex- the mine there came the sound of rapid footsteps.

posed."
"Don't say that !" cried. Frank, reassuringly. "Your semust be friends."
cret is safe with me.
There was a moment's silence. Then the leader of the
miners said :

we

CHAP'rER XI.
THE FIGHT UNDERGROUND.

·.

The sound created a sensation. At once every n(
"You talk fair. May I ask how you came to penetrate seized his gun.
these hills, which are the hotbed of the Apache Indians?"
"What is it?" cried Bruce, in alarm. "Somethir
I
"Certainly," replied Frank. "I came here to rescue a wrong!" .
young girl who was captured, and is now held in captivity

Before furlher speech could be made a white-faced, I

by Cut Nose."
less man burst. out of the gloom and into the cave.
E
The manner of the miners instantly changed. The leadHe was a miner, like the others, ancl 1\'as famili e
them.
"
er came forward and held out his hand.
"We are honest men," he said; "and if we can trust you,
Breathless and exhausted, he nearly fell.
be sure we will be your friends."
"What is the matter, Bill Gaines?" cried Bruce, t:
"I am a man of honor," said Frank, earnestly. "You ing forward. "What has gone wrong?"
may be sure of that."
"We are lost !" cried the man, hoarsely.
"And you will never betray us?"
"Lost?"
"What would be my motive? I am a wealthy man."
"Yes; the savages have discovered the entrance unde
"What is your name?"
mesquite clump, and arc now on their way in here. '1
"I am Frank Reade, Jr., the inventor. I am here with will annihilate the whole of us!"
e
my new machine, the Prairie Whirlwind, to help Mr. WesIt was a most horrifying declaration. Entrapped i
ley Wall to rescue his daughter, Corinne."
secret mlne, terrible inclcccl would be the result.
"Wesley Wall!" cried one of the miners. "Why, he is
A battle underground would ensue. It could havP
a dear friend of mine. Do you mean to say that little one result.
Corinne has been captured by Cut Nose?"
The savages, from mere weight of numbers, v~'
"It is true," replied Frank; "and Mr. Wall is now with triumph. The miners would be butchered like rats
my companions aboard the Whirlwind outside on the cliff.'' trap.
"What?" cried another miner, "was it you sent that
n
For a moment a terrible silence reigned.
powerful light against the cliff a short while ago?"
It needed no explan ation for Frank Reade, Jr., tore
"'l'hat was the electric searchlight of the Whirlwind," prebend the situation. But he was cool and calm.
said Frank.
He did not share the general excitement of the 111?1
'With this general explanations followed. Frank found P erhaps there was a good reason for this.
e
at once that the miners were interested in his project.
"Mercy !" exclaimed Bruce, "we are in a bad trap,
"We have feared an attack from the Apaches very much," Reade."
I
said John Bruce, who was the leading spirit of the party;
"Can you not hold the red foe at bay?"
asked Fnle1
"but the ghost arrangement which we rigged up has kept
"How can we do so?"
~0
'em from coming into this canyon."
"Why not?"
"If they should discover that it was a fraud?" asked
"Their numbers are overpowerin~ !"
i1
Frank.
"I think I could do so!"

n
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The en mer~ stare-d at Frank.

1

No doubt lbcy manelec1

his coolncs;; . The young inventor smiled.

t" How

Those in the rear seeing so many of their colleagues fall

Idt>ad at this one point, naturally, caught the alarm.
I

long will it take the Indians to reach us?" he

:ed of Gain es, who had brought the alarm.
e'Not more than twenty minutes I should say," he re·

"d.

The Indian, when face to face with a narrow passage of
death, is a rank coward.
Therefore, the savages were impelled by sheer horror to
halt in their course. The tide was turned.
The a tonished miners were altogether at a. loss to explain the affair. How the savages could meet such a sudden and certain fate was a bit of a mystery.
"Is it electricity?" asked Bruce of Frank.
"A powerful current[" declared the young inventor;

1' Oh, well, that is time enough!" declared Frank. "We
l give them a hot reception."
Ie had left the spools containing the electric wire at
entrance to the cave. He quickly advanced and picked
m up.
t was but a moment's work to adjust the sounder and "contact with the wire is instant death!"
:ery. Then he pressed the key.
"You don't say so? Where do you get the power?"
"From the dynamos on board th~ Whirlwind," replied
[n'he miners watched him curiously.
Frank.
ln board the Whirlwind Barney heard the clicking call.
0'
"Sho ! did you bring a wire with you all the way into
o instantly rushed Lo Lhe key, and made reply.
this cave?"
Are you there, Barney?" asked Frank.
hl
"I did," replied Frank; "and it's mighty lucky for us
Yes," was the reply.
that I did."
Be ready to make connections with the dynamo, when
tr
"I should say so!"
hear from me again."
The savages had thrown themselves flat upon the floor
All right," came back the reply.
of the passage, and were making their way slowly along in
181rank now laid down the sounder. He picked up the this manner.

1

er wire and proceeded to strLng it zig-zag across the
But Frank had provided for just such a contingency as
age, about one hundred feet from its end.
this. One of the coils lay next the ground.
did not take long to do this; then he pres eel the tele·
The foremost savage of course could not avoid coming in
er .h key. In an instant he knew that the full force of
contact with it. He leaped several feet in the air, and died
TJynamo was in the wire.
with one awful yell of anguish.
ready, far down tho pa sage, light were fl.a hing.
This was enough for the Apaches ..
in stant yells were heard. The savages were coming.
Once more their superstitious fears were aroused . They
-ank and the miners crouched back in the shadows,
could not do battle with ~uch a terrible un seen and intangiove 9Ut of range.
ble foe.
te crack of rifles woke the echoe of the passage. The
Their superstition prevailed, and convinced that the evil
wtes were firing into the cave.
spirits def nded the cave, they broke and fled incontinently.
ts it the bullets flattened themselves against the cavern
'l'he victory was won.
No lutrm was done.
The lives of all in the cavern were saved, thanks to
tnk waited, with taut nerves, for the first contact with Frank's marvelous method of repelling the foe.
to 01e wire. 'l'he next moment it came.
The excitement of the miners was intense.

m.
result was thrilling.
"That was wonderful work, Mr. Reade!" cried Bruce;
milerrible, agonized death yell went up on the air of the "truly, you have nothing to fear from the savages."

:e.

"Ah, yes, I have," said Frank.
"What is that, pray?"
· deadly wire was, of course, unseen in the gloom.
"1 fear that they will do great harm to little Corinne be·
ra.Der savage came across it.
fore I can rescue her."
:ourse tl1is was jhst as fatal as the first contact. But
"It is strange that they have not done so before!" ven·
vages in the rear of the fated ones thought they had lured one of the miners.

rap, • savage was hurled back as i£ by gi:mt hands.

illed by bullets.

"I believe her abduction was not altogether the work of

ion they came. One afi.cr another struck the deadly Cut ·Nose," said Frank.
mel was knocked lifeless.
"Ah !" exclaimed Bruce.

j
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"Did you ever hear of a certain cu L-lhroat and de~perado, ! "1 have evidence that Bi 11 Sharp is in league wit
named Bill harp?"
S o.c."
•· \\'h~'. ye,; he is

" Bowie Bill Sharp!" cried Bruce.
hand in glove with Out ~:rose .

"rrhen destroy the whole camp, rooL and branch 1

1 ha vc ofte>n ,ccn him do 1rn wi II have to take chances on doing harm to
though--"

there in the canyon with the Apache chid."

I

l

All exchanged glance . Here wa s a most dubiou >
But Frank said:
''Of course I do."
t
" With the aid of the searchlight l think we can
"Then that is evidence e>nough to hang him. Gentleguish the savages, and aim only to keep them from
men, I mu~t leaYe you now. I have quick work to tlo. ''
[
from the trap."
.. Where arc you going?" asked Bruce.
" \re ought to be> able to do that."
··Back to the ·w hirlwind."
No furl her time wa s wasted.
·• One moment."
But even as Frank wenl out upon deck he saw tl
··well?"
gray light of dawn wa s breaking in the east.
"Can 1re not go wil.h you? We are anxious to see this
"That i · good!" h e cried, joyfully. "\Ve shal
thing out. We have nothing to gain by staying h rc now,
h<lVC cl<lylight to aid us."
for our secret mine is d iscoverrcl."
B c at once pereci red a startling state o.f affair~
''lf you choose you ca n,'' replied .Frank. "lt will necesYalley bclo11·. The Indian ~ had, in ~orne way,
~itate being drawn up orer i.hc cliff."
alarm, and the whole camp wa · in a state of grca
"We are agreeable."
fu~ion and excitement.
"All right. Let us then be off."
Frank :.:aw that the ~aYages were irying to get out
Frank truG!k the telegral(h key. Barney at once re- valley hy the> lower encl.
sponded~
He ::;milecl grimly.
"Do you mran that?" cried .Frank, excitedly.

" hut off th& c:unent," wired Frank.

''I will :.:top that!" be multered.

"All right,' came back the reply.

It wn<: but a moment's work to put a projectile
Then the deadly current le:ft the wire, and tl1ey were brc·e>ch o.f the electric gun.
once more harmles~. Frank then proceeded to re-roll them
rrhen lw ~ightecl it :for a huge ro.ck at the cxtren
on the spools, and thw made his way rapidly back to ihe the Hidcl('D Oan)'On. He pre ·sed the sprinrr.
crevice in the cliff by which he had entered.
There was a terrific roar, and a great column of
Pomp and Nicholas Grip were wailing for him there.
At a signal .from Frank they quic.kly drew him up over

tl1e

edge.

It required but a £cw words .for Frank lo tell

It is needlef's to say that tlwy 1rc•rc inlemrly interested.
]om~red

for the

in the air, as the projectile Rtruck the rock.

. The RaYages fleeing in thal direction came to a hall
rrhey ran hither cmcl thither like .frightened ;;beep.
of lhem threw them~elvr;; flat. upon !he ground.

them of his experience.
The rope was

ro~c

~cerci

minrr, to u. e.

Again nnd aaain Frank Ken! waming- bombil h1
down the valley.

It wa"

:1

mo~t

effectual move.

'lhe> saYages were thrown into a .tate of lhc moi't

One by onE; they came quiekly up o1·cr the brow of the
of terror. Tbry were ~holly unrontrollabl r.
cliff.
Daylight had brokrn on~r llH• ,-a ll ey. and tlwy s
BuL [i'rank and Pomp and Grip did nol wail for them.
The> youn g inventor knew that he must take prompt action. objecl of th ir terror fnr above> them on lhe canyon ll,
'l''hc Prairie Whirlwind looked to them a grim de;
It was necessary to reach the Whirlwind, and open an
at tack upon the red foe at once.

and they were more than ready lo come to terms.

\\'hen the machine was reached, Bai'ney, Talcot and Wall
1rcre eagerly awaiting them.

CHAPTER XII.

Frank hastily recited his experiences, and then said:
"There is only one thing to do, and thal is to openly att ack the Apaches right in their den.

We have them prac-

tically entrapped<'
"You are right, Frank!" cried Wall.
th em off th e £ace of the earth! "

THE END.

It was a thrilling scene indeed. The ;;ecret min
dcr the lead of Bruce, wcr ensconced upon the anyt
"Let us wipe engaged in picking ol'l' the Apaches with their rifieo.
Nich olas Grip was right in his element.
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Suddenly the machine shot out upon the level plain.
I..Every time a shell burst in the valley he leaped in the air
Along th e base of the Apache Hills it thundered.
d shouted with great glee.
Every eye was on the lookout for the villa in, Sharp, and
'Gi e it to 'em!" he yelled. "Their day has come!
his
pri ze. It was a moment of intensity .
1:\t Nose will never reign in these 'ere hills again !"
Thc>rc was a long pass leading up the entrance of the
Barney and Pomp, as well as 'r alcot and Wall, were on
0
Hidden Canyon. Here was where he must emerge.
' :! lookout for some sign of Corinne.
Every eye was upon the spot .
. But if she was in the Apache camp she was not to be

l

.

Had he emerged, and was he safe now in some distan t
BuL of a sudden a new development turned up.
p3arncy, who had been scanning the scene intently, sud- Liding place? lt was a momentous question.
But Frank did not believe this. The machine had made
tly cried :
'Begorra, lHisther Frank, wud yez luk at the loikes av a quick run down out of the hills. It would seem certain
that the outlaw would be cut off.
t t"
at ·
Yet he was not in sigT1t.
<'rank sarw the thrilling move at the same moment.
On ran the Whirlwind with increased speed. Of a sud·oss the lower end of tl1e valley two ponie,; suddenly
E
a yell went up.
den
b.ed.
"There he is !"
. ~ach had a rider.
Jn
It required not a second glance for Frank Reade, Jr.,
t )ne was a powerfully framed man, with broad sombrero .
to see that this was true. Down out of the pass there
t 1other was the slender form of a young girl, who:;e anns
dashed the two ponies.
e bound tightly, and 'who was also bound to the saddle.
Sharp seemed aghast at sight of the Whirlwind. Doubt£'or a moment the sight nearly drove the rescuer~ frantic.
0
less he had felt secure in his ability to get down to the
Corinne!" shouted the frantic father. "1\fy child!
prairie long before the machine.
save her!"
Tts appearance there, now, right in his path, was a crushhere was no doubt but that the frantic man would have
lng reverse for him. For a. moment he was seen to look
jned over the verge of the cliff, had not Barney and P omp
right and left, as if for an avenue of escape.
him back.
But there was none.
nit[t is Corinne!" said Talcot, tensely; "and that is Bill
H e put sp urs to his pony, and a hot race ensued along
-p, the renegade."
the base of the hills.
' dhe villain knew that he was safe from the proj ectiles,
But, of co urse, the ' Whirlwind had the advantage. It
~rank would not risk injury to Corinne.
gained rapidly, and as the villain looked over his shoulder
l. ~ the entranee to the narrow pass lea ding out of tlie
his face could be seen contorted with rage and fear.
· qen Canyon, he turned ant waved his sombrero jeerThe young girl, Corinne Wa}l, seemed to be h·ying to
'· 'l'hen both vanished.
break her bonds in an eagerneJ;s to escape. Her courage
JU~top him! Mercy! ' is there no way to sale her?" was remarkable for one of h er sex.
med \Vall, excitedly.
Suddenly, Sharp was seen to rein the ponies up. Aref~es !"cried Frank Reade, Jr., in trumpet ton es. "Get
volYer flashed behind him, and he was about to aim at
d here, all of you !"
Corinne.
~a .urrah !" cried 'ralcot. "We have broken up the vip- But the bullet never sped to its fair mark. Frank
n.

1

waest. Now, we must run him to ear th.
.
,
est..urn an d save C,ormne.

We will over- Reade, Jr., in the pilot-house, had seen the villain's inten-

tion, even before the revolver conld leave his belt.
·e will, if it is within human power," declared Frank.
Quick as a flash the young inventor dropped the wheel,
piled aboard the Whirlwind. The miners, under and seized his rifle. He flung it to hi s shoulder with quick
Bruce, ranged themselves along the deck.
and sure aim.
i Frank went to the wheel.
Only a dead-shot could have taken that long chan ce.

vas a rough ride down through the gap into t he HidBut Frank Hea.de, Jr.'s, eye was quick, and the bullet
ner'alley. 'fhe progress through the cave and the water sped true to it~ mark. Bill Sharp dropped from his pony's
nyo1cessarily slow.
back.
e~.' soon they emerged, and were bowling along the
A few seconds later the Whirlwind drew up at the spot.
h shelf beside the canyon torrent.

I Wesley Wall had his beloved daughter clasped to his bosom, .............
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safe and sound, after many trials. Bill Sharp was dead.
The mission of the Whirlwind, in that part of New Mexico,
was accomplished.
Back to his ranch Wesley Wall and Corinne went, with
Tom Talcot. It was a happy t ime for t.hem. They were
loud in unending praise and gratitude to Frank Reade, Jr.
But for the Prairie Wlrirlwind, and its .famous inventor,
no doubt Corinne Wall would have met a sad fate in the
power of her brutal captor.
Frank went back to Satan's hole for the time being. He
was the hero of the hour.
Nicholas Grip was never in so happy a frame of mind,

An extensive trip through all the Apache country 1
made by Frank. Then one day he started for home.
Readestown was safely reached, and Frank, and Barili
and Pomp as well, were glad to get back home.
But Frank almost instantly began to project anotl ~
. 'I!
invention, which, he was determined, should, if pOSSl ~
eclipse the PraiTie Whirlwind.
THE END.
TJ
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The Bradys and the Lost Ranche; or, 'rhe Strange Case in Texas.
The Bradys and the Signal Boy; or, the Great Train Robbery.
The Bradys and Bunco Bill ; or, The Cleverest Crook in New
York.
The Bradys and the Female Detective; or, Leagued with the
Customs Inspectors.
The Bradys and the Bank Mystery; or, The Search for a Stolen
Million.
The Bradys at Cripple Creek; or, Knocking out the "Bad Men."
The Bradys and the Uarbor Gang; or, Sharp Work after Dark.
The Bradys in I<'ive Points; or, 'l'he Skeleton in the Cellar.
Fan '.roy, the Opium Queen; or, 'l.'he Bradys and the Chinese
Smugglers.
The Bradys' Boy Pupil ; or, Sifting Strange lllvidence.
The Bradys in the Jaws of Death; or, Trapping the Wire Tap-
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COLORED COVERS.

187 The Bradys and the "Rube" ; or, Tracking the Confidence Men.
188 The Bradys as Firemen ; or, Tracking a Gang of Incendiaries.
189 The Bradys in the 011 Country; or, The Mystery of the Giant
Gusher.
190 The Bradys and the Blind Beggar; or, The Worst Crook of All.
191 The Bradys and the Bankbreakers; or, Working the Thugs of
Chicago.
192 The Bradys and the Seven Skulls; or, The Clew That Was Found
in the Barn.
193 The Bradys in Mexico ; or, The Search for the .Aztec Treasure
Honse.
194 The Bradys at Black Run ; or, Trailing the Coiners of Candle
Creek.
195 The Bradys Among the Bulls and Bears; or, Working the Wires
in Wall Street.
106 The Bradys and the King; or, Working for the Bank of England.
107 The Bradys and the Duke's Diamonds; or, The Mystery of t he
Yacht.
198 The Bradys and the Bed Rock Mystery; or, Working In the Black
Hills.
199 The Bradys and the Card Crooks; or, Working on an Qcean Liner.
200 The Bradys and "John Smith"; or, The Man Without a Name.
:lOt The Bradys and the Manhunters ; or, Down In the Dismal Swamp .
202 The Bradys and the High Rock Mystery ; or, The Secret of t he
Seven Steps.
203 The Bradys at the Block House ; or, Rustling the Rustlers on the
Frontier.
204 The Bradys In Baxter Street ; or, The House Without a Door.
205 The Bradys Midnight Call ; or, The Mystery of Harlem Heights.
206 The Bradys Behind the Bars; or, Working on Blackwells Island.
207 The Bradys and the Brewer's Bonds; or, Working on a Wall
Street Case.
208 The Bradys on the Bowery; or, The Search for a Missing Girl.
209 'l.'he Bradys and the Pawnbroker; or, A Very Mysterious Case.
210 '.l'he Bradys and the Gold Fakirs; or, Working for the Mint.
211 The Bradys at Bonanza Bay; or, Working on a Million Dollar
Clew.
212 The Bradys and the Black Riders ; or, The Mysterious Murder at
Wildtown.
213 The Bradys and Senator Slam; or, Working With Washington
Crooks.
4
214 The Bradys and the Man from Nowhere ; or, T heir Very Hardest
Case.
215 The Bradys and "No. 99" ; or, The Search for a Mad Millionaire:
216 The Bradys at Baffin's Bay ; or, The Trail Which Led to the Arc·
tic.
217 The Bradys and Gim Lee ; or, Working a Clew In Chinatown.
218 'rhe Bradys and the "Yegg" Men ; or, Seeking a Clew on the
Road.
219 The Bradys and the Blind Banker; or, Ferretting out the Wall Street
Thieves.
220 The Bradys and the Black Cat; or, Working Among the Card Crooks of
Chicago.
2 21 The Bradys and the Texas Oil King; or, Seeking a Clew in the South·
west.
2 22 The Bradys and the Night Hawk; or, New York at Midnight.
2 23 The Bra.dys in the Bacl L~tnds·or . Hot Work in South Dakota.
2 2 4 1'he Bradys at Breakneck Bali; or, The Mysterious House on the Harlem.
2 2 5 The Bradys and the Fire Marshal ; or, Hot Work in Hornersville.
2 2 6 'l'he Bradys and the Three Sheriffs; or, Doing a Turn in Tennessee.
2 2 7 The Bradys and the Opium Smugglers; or, A Hot Trail on the Pacific

55 TJfeer~radys and the Typewriter; or, The Office Boy's Secret.
e:56 The Bradys and the Bandit King; or, Chasing the Mountain
Thieves.
.57 The Bradys and the Drug Slaves; ot, The Yellow Demons of
Chinatown.
t58 The Bradys and the Anarchist Queen; or, Running Down the
"Reds."
1,59 The Bradys and the llotel Crooks; or, The Mystery of Room 44.
'-l.60 The Bradys and the Wharf Rats; or, Lively Work in the Harbor.
61 The Bradys and the House of Mystery; or, A Dark Night's
Work.
.62 The Bradys' Winning Game; or, Playing .Against the Gamblers.
, 63 The Bradys and the Mail Thieves; or, The Man in the Bag.
4 The Bradys and the Boatmen ; or, The Clew Found in the
River.
6.135 The Bradys after the Grafters; or, The Mystery in the Cab.
66 The Bradys and the Cross-!toads Gang; or, tne G1·eat Case in
Missouri.
The Bradys and Miss Brown ; or, The Mysterious Case in Society
68 The Bradys and the Factory Girl ; or, The Secret of the Poisoned
Envelope.
69 The Bradys and Blonde Bill ; or, The Diamond Thieves of Maiden
Lane.
70 The Bradys and the Opium Ring ; or, The Clew In Chinatown.
71 The Bradys on the Grand Circuit ; or, Tracking the LightHarness Gang.
72 The Bradys and the Black Doctor ; or, The Secret of the Old
Vault.
~
73 The Rradys and the irl in Grey ; or, The Queen of the Crooks.
74 The Bradys and the uggler; or, Out with a Variety Show.
75 The Bradys and the Moonshiners; or, .Away Down In Tennessee.
76 The Bradys in Badtown ; or, The Fight for a Gold Mine.
77 The Bradys in the Klondike ; or, Ferreting Out the Gold '.l'bleves.
78 The Bradys on the East Side; or, Crooked Work in the Slums.
79 The Bradys and the " Highbinders"; or, The Hot Case in Chinatown.
The Bradys and the Serpent Ring; or, The Strange Case of the
Fortune-Teller.
The Bradys and "Silent Sam" ; or, Tracking the Deaf and Dumb
Gang.
The Rradys and the "Bonanza" King; or, Fighting the Fakirs In
'Frisco.
3 The Bradys and the Boston Banker; or, Hustling for Millions in
the llul>.
The Bradys on Blizzard Island; or, Tracking the Gold Thieves of
CO!tSt.
Cape Nome.
2 28 The Bradys' Boomerang; or, Shaliing Up the Wall Street Wire TapThe Bradys in tbe Black II!Ils; or, Their Case in North Dakota.
pers.
•
The Bradys and "Faro Frank" ; or, .A Hot Case In the Gold 2 2 9 The Bradys Among the Rockies; or, Working Away Out West.
Mines.
2 3 0 The Brady s and Judge Lynch; or, After the Arkansas Terror.
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W"eel~ly Published.
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LA'l'EST ISSUES:

•

137 Fred Fearnot's Great Plea; or, His Defence of the "Moneyless
Man."
138 Fred Fearnot at Princeton; or, Tile Battle of the Champions.
139 Fred Fearnot's Circus; or, High Old Time at New Era.
110 Fred Fearnot's Camp Hunt.; or, The White Deer of the Adlron·
dncks.
141 Fred Fearnot and His Guide; or, The Mystery of the Mountain.
142 Fred Fearnot's County Fair; orJ. The Battle of the Fakirs.
143 Fred Fearnot a Prisoner; or, capturecl at Avon.
144 Fred Fearnot and the Senator; or, Breaking up a Scheme.
145 Fred Fearnot and the Baron ; or, Calling Down a Nobleman.
146 Fred Fearnot and the Brokers; or, Ten Days In Wall Street.
147 Fred Fearnot's Little Scrap; or, The Fellow Who Wouldn't Stay
Whipped.
148 Fred Io'earnot's Greatest Danger; or, Ten Days with the Moon·
shiners.
149 Fred Fearnot and the Kidnappers; or, '£railing a Stolen Chlld.
150 Fred Fearnot's Quick Work; or, The Hold-Up at Eagle Pass.
151 Fred Fearnot at Silver Gulch; or, Defying a Ring.
152 Fred Fearnot on the Border; or, Punishing the Mexican Horse
Stealers.
153 Fred Fearnot's Charmed Life; or, Running the Gauntlet.
154 Fred Fearnot Lost; or, Jlfigstng for Thirty Days.
155 Fred Fearnot's Rescue; or, The lllexlcan Pocahontas.
156 Fred Fearnot and the "White Caps·• ; or, A Queer Turning of
the Tables.
157 Fred Fearnot and the Medium ; or, Having Fun with the
"Spirits."
158 Fred Fearnot and the "Mean Man" ; or, The Worst He Ever
Struck.
159 Fred Fearnot's Gratitude; or, Bae~<in ~ Up a Plucky Boy.
160 Fred Fearnot Fined; or The Judges Mistake.
161 Fred Fearnot's Comic Opera; or, The Fun that Rai!ed the
Funds .
162 Fred Fearnot and the Anarchists; or, The Burning of tbe Red
Flag.
163 Fred ~'earnot's Lecture Tour; or, Going it Alone.
1134 Fred Fearnot's ":-lew Wild West" ; or, Astonishing the Old East
165 Fred Fearnot in Rnssia; or, Banished by the Czar.
166 Fred Fearnot in Turkey; or, Defying the Sultan.
167 Fred Fearnot in Vienna; or, The Trouble on the Danube.
168 Fred Fearnot and the Kaiser; or, In the Royal Palace at Berlin.
169 Fred l~earnot in Ireland; or, Watched by the Constabulary.
170 Fred Fearnot Ilomeward Bound; • .-,r, Shadowed by Scotland
Yard.
171 Fred Fearnot's Justice; or, The Champion of the School Marro.
172 Fred Fearnot and the Gypsies.; or, The Mystery of a Stolen
Child.
173 Fred Fearnot's Silent Hunt; or, Catching the "Green Goods"
Men.
.
174 Fred Fearnot·s Big Day; or, Harvard and Yale at New Era.
175 Fred Fearnot and "The Doctor"; or, The Indian Medicine Fakir.
176 Fred Fearnot and the Lynchers; or, Saving a Girl Horse Thief.
177 Fred Fearnot•s Wonderful Feat; or, The Taming of Black Beauty.
178 Fred Fearnot·s G rent Struggle; or, Downing a Senator.
179 Fred Fearnot·s .Jubilee; or, New Era's Greatest Day.
180 Fred Fearnot and Samson; or, "Who Runs This Town?"
181 Fred Fearnot and the Rioters: or, Backing Up the Sherill'.
182 Fred Jrearnot and the Stage Robber; or, His Chase for ·a Stolen
Diamond.
183 Fred Fearuot at Cripple Creek; or, The Masked Fiends of the
Mines.
184 Fred Fearnot and the VIgilantes; or, Up -Again st the Wrong
Man.
185 Fred Fearnot In New Mexico: or. Saved by Terry Olcott.
186 Fred Penrnot in Arkansas: or, The Qu eerest of All Adventures.
187 Fred Fearnot in Montana; or, The Dispute at Rocky Ilill.

THEM ALL.

1R8 Fred Fearnot and the M&Jor; or, The Trouble at Snappln
Shoa ls.
180 Fred lcearnot's Big Hunt: oo·, Camping on the Columbia River.
100 Fred Fearnot's Hard Experience; or, Roughing It at Red Gulch
Hll Fred Fearnot Stranded; or, Ilow Terry Olcott Lost the Mone
192 Fred 1rearnot in the Mountain~; or, Held at Bay by Bandits.
103 Fred Fearnot's Terri ble Risk; or, Terry Olcott's Reckless Ve
ture.
194 Fred Fearnot's Last Card; or, The Game that Saved His Life.
195 Fred Fearnot and the Professor ; or, The Man Who Knew it AI
196 Fred Fearnot's Big Scoop; or, Beating a Thousand Rivals.
197 Fred Fearnot and the Haiders; or, Fighting for His Belt.
198 Fred Fearnot's Great Risk; or, One Chance in a Thousand.
199 Fred Fearnot as a Sleuth; ar, Running Down a Slick Villain.
200 li'red .F earnot's New Deal; or, Working for a Banker.
201 Fred Fearnot In Dakota; or, The Little Combination Ranch.
202 Fred Fearnot and the Road Agents ; or, Terry Olcott's Co
·
Nerve.
203 Fred Fearnot and the Amazon; or, The Wild Woman of th
Plains.
204 Fred Fearnot's Training School ; or, How to Make a Living.
205 Fred Feat·not and the Stranger; or, The Long Man who wa
Short.
206 Fred Fearnot and the Old Trapper ; or, Searching for a Lo
Cavern.
207 Fred Fearnot in Colorado; or, Running a Sheep Ranch.
208 Fred Fearnot at the Ball ; or, The Girl In the Green Mask.
209 Fred Fearnot and the Duellist; or, The Man Who Wanted
Fight.
210 Fred Fearnot on the Stump; or, Baell:lng an Old Veteran.
211 Frod Fearoot·s New Trouble; or, Up Against a Monopoly.
212 Fred Fearnot as Marshal ; l'r, Commanding the Peace.
213 trred Fearnot and "Wally' ; or, The Good Natured Bully
Badger.
214 Fred Fearnot and the Miners: or, The Trouble At Coppertow
215 F1·ed Fearnot and the "BJin·1 Tigers" ; or, . ore Ways Than On
216 Fred Feamot and the Ilhl~oo; or, The Wonderful Juggler
Coppertown.
217 Fred Fearnot Snow Bound; or, Fun with Pericles Smith.
218 Fred Feamot's Great Fire Fight; or, Rescuing a Prairie Schoo
219 Fred Fearnot In New Orleans: or, Up Against the l\lafta.
220 Fred Fearnot and the Haunted Ilouse; or, Unraveling a Gre
Mystery.
221 Fred Fearnot on the Mlsslsslppi ; or, The Blackleg's Murdero
Plot.
222 Fred Fearnot's Wolf Ilunt; or, A Battle for Life In the Dar'
223 Fred Fearnot and the "Greaser" ; or, The Fight to Death wlt
Lariats.
224 Fred Fearnot In Mexico; or, Fighting the Revolutionists.
225 Fred Fearnot's Daring Blull'; or, The Nerve that Saved His Llf
226 Fred Fearnot and the Grave Digger ; or, The Mystery of a Cem
tery.
227 Fred Fearnot's Wall Street Deal; or, Between the Bulls and t
Bears.
228 Fred Fearnot and "Mr. Jones" ; or, The Insurance Man
Trouble.
229 Fred Fearnot's Blg Gift; or, A Week at Old Avon.
230 Fred Fearnot and the "Witrll" ; or, Exposing an Old Fraud
231 Fred Fearnot's Birthday; m•, A Big Time at New Era.
232 Fred Fearnot and the Sioux Chief; or, Searching for a Lo
Girl.
233 Fred Fearnot's Mortal Enemy ; or, The Man on tbe Black Horse.
234 Fred Fearnot at Canyon Castle; or, Entertaining Hls Friends.
235 Fred Fearnot and the Commanche; or, Teaching a Redskin
Lesson.
236 Fred Fearnot Suspected ; or, Tralled by a Treasury Sleuth.
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THE STAGE.
No. 41. T E E BOYS OF NEW YORK E ND MEN' S JOKE
"800K.-Containing a g ~eat variety of the latest jokes used by the
·~{)st famous end men. No amateur minstrels is complete without
~his wonderful lit tie book.
~o:. 4?. THE ~OYS OF NEW -;0RK STUMP SPEAKEJR.t:ontammg a vaned assortment of ~tnmp speech,~ Negro Dutch
'lnd Irish. Alae end men's jokes. Just the thing for home' amusen t and amateur shows.
o. 45. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK MINSTREL GUIDE
A~D JOKI!l BQOK.:-Something new and very instructive. Every
}Oy. s~ould obtam th1s ~ook, as it contains full instructions for or:ramzmg an amateur mmstrel troupe.
No. 65. MULDOON'S JOKES.-This is one of the most original
:oke books ever published, and it is brimful of wit and humor It
!ontains a large collection of songs, jokes, conundrums, etc:, of
rerrence Muldoon, the great wit, humorist, and practical joker of
~he day. Every boy who can enjoy a good substantial joke should
btain a copy immediately.
No .. 79. II9W TO BECO~IE AN ACTOR-Containing com,)lete mstruct10ns bow to make up for various characters on the
1tage. ; tog~tber with the duties of the Stage Manager. Prompter,
~cemc Art1st and Property Man. By a prominent Stage :lfanager.
N!'. 80. GUS WII.LIAl\IS' JOKE BOOK.-Containing the Iat>at JOkes. anecdotes and funny st:;~ies of this world-renowned and
ner popular Ue1·man comedian. Sixty-four pages; handsome
1olored cover containing a half-tone photo of the author.

HOUSEKEEPING .

No: 31. H 9 W T () _BECOME A SPEAK ER-Containing foul"
teen IllustratiOns, gt1'mg the diffi!L"e(lt positions reqtlisite to becom~
a good speaker, reader and elocution'ist. Also containing gems frolll
a_ll the popular authors of prose and poetry, arranged in t he m0111t
s1mple and concise manner poss i t:~.
No. 49. _HOW TO DEBA'fE.-Giving rules for conducting de<
bates, outlines for debates, questions for discussion and the bealt
sources for procuring information on the questions given.

SOCIETY .
No. 3. HOW TO FLIR'r.-The arts and wiles of flirtation aN
fully Pxplained by this little book. Besides the various methods Clift
ha_L<lkct·chi!'f .. fan, glove, parasol, window and hat flirtation, it con·
rams a _full list of the language and sentimer;t of flowers, wh'ich lc
m_terestmg t9 everybody, both old and young. You cannot Le happl"
•
Without one.
. ~o . 4. H _O W _TO DANCE is the title of 11 new and hand~omf)
htt1e book Just 1ssued by l!~rank Tousey. It contains full instru"'
tions in the art of dancing, etiquette in the ball·room and at partie •,
how to dr!'ss, and full directions for calling off in all popular square
dances.
No. 5. IIOW TO MAKE LOVE.-A complete guide to !oT•
courtship and marriage, giving sensible advice, rules and etiqtlettr
to be obsened, with many curious and interesting things not if
t:l'nlly known.
,
No. 17. IIOW TO DRESS.-Containing full instruction In thr
art of dressing and appearing well at home and abroad, giving ~~
selertions of colors, materiaL and how to have them made up.
No. 18. IIOW TO BECOME BEAUTIFUL.-One of &ill '
b1·ightest and most valuable little books !'ver given to the worl~
Everybody wishes to know how to become beautiful, both male lllntl
female. The secret is simple, and almost costless. Read thill ~
and be conv:nced how to become beautiful.

No. 16. HOW TO KEEP A WINDOW GARDEN.-Containing
:1ull Instructions for constructing a window garden either in town
~r country, and the roost approved methods for raising beautiful
aowers at home. 'fhe most complete book of the kind ever publshed.
BIRDS AND ANIMALS .
No. 30. HOW TO COOK.-One of the most instructive books
No. 7. HOW TO KEEP BIRDS.-Handsomely illustrate/1 aD~
.,n cooking ever published. It contains recipes for rooking meats.
full instructions for the management and training of tiP"J
.lsh, game, and oysters; also pies, puddings, cakes and all kinds of containing
mockingbird, bobolink, blackbird, paroquet, parrot, etc.
;,astry, and a grand collection of recipes by one of our most popular canary,
No.
:lll.
HOW
TO RAISE DOGS, POULTRY, PIGEONS A.NlD'
~ooks.
RABBITS.-A useful and instructive book. Handsomely illu~
Xo. 37. HOW TO KEEP HOUSE.-It contains information for traced.
By
Ira
Drv~" 0 'V.
tverybody, boys, girls, men and women; it will teach you how to
40. HOW Tli l.'IIAKE AND SET TRAPS.-Including hint.
I!Dake almost anything around the housP. surh as parlor ornaments on No.
to cat,;h moles, weasels, otter, rats, squirrels and birdl!
rackets, cements, Aeolian harps, and bird lime for catching birds.' Alsohow
how to cure skins. Copiously illustrated. By J . Harringt0"''
Keene.
·
ELECTRICAL.
No. 50. IIOW TO STUFF BIRDS AND ANIMALS.-- \
No. 46. HOW TO MAKE AND USE ELEC'fRICITY.-A de- valuable
book, giving instructions in collecting, preparing, moun-t in;,
ription of the wondel'ful uses of electricity and electro magnetism;
preserving birds, animals and insects.
•ogether with full instructions for making Electric Toys, Batteries, and
No.
54.
HOW TO KEEP AND MANAGE PETS.-Giving cow:
tc. By George Trebel, A. M., M. D. Containing over fifty iJ- plete information
as to the manner and method of raising, keepi~
ust rations.
taming, breeding, and managing all kinds of pets; also giving fuf
No. 64. EOW TO MAKE ELECTRICAL MACHINES.-Con- instructions
for making cages, etc. Fully explained by twenty-eigh;
a!ning full directions for making electrical machines, induction
ok of the kih-d ~v~.
~oJ!s, dynamos. and many novel toys to be worked by electricity. illustrations, making it the most complete bo_
published
.
.
Sy R. A. R. Bennett. Fully illustrated.
No.. 67. HOW 'I'O DO ELECTRICAL TRICKS.-Containing a
MISCELLANEOUS.
arge collection of instructive and highly amusing electrical tricks,
No. 8. HOW TO BECOME A SCIENTIST.-A useful ann iir
~ogetbe r with illustrations. By A. Anderson.
structive book. giving a comp lete treati-se on chemistry; also el'<
periments in aronstics, mechanics, mathematics, chemist:ry, and -1>
ENTERTAINI'w,ENT.
rect ions for making fireworks, colored fires, an{! gas balloons Th(No. 9. HOW TO BECOME A VENTRILOQUIST.-By Harry book cannot be equaled.
No. 14. HOW TO MAKE CANDY.-A. complete hand-boo!> ~~ .
~ennedy. 'fhe secret given away. Every intelli~ent boy reading
hi!! book of instructions, by a practical professor (delighting multi- making all ldnds of candy, ice-cream, syrups, essences, etc., etc.
No. !D.-FRANK TOUSEY'S UNITED STATES DIS'l'ANCJil
'Jdes every night with his wonderful imitations). can master the
lrt, and create any amount of fun for himself and friends. It is the TABLES, POCKET COMPANION AND GUIDE.-Giving tb<:
official distances c::: all the railroads of the Urrited States u;~
,rea test book ever published. and there's millions (of fun) in it.
No. 20. HOW TO E::\!TERTAIN AN EVENING PAR'l'Y.-A Canada. Also table of distances by water to foreign ports, hac~:;
•ery valuable little book just published. A complete compendium fares in the principal cities, reports o( the census, etc., etc., makinr,
f games, sports, card diversions, romic re<'itations, etc., suitable it one of the most complete and handy books published
No. 38. HOW TO BECOME YOT:JR OWN DOC'l'OR.- A wore
for parlor or drawing-room entertainment. It contains more for the
oney than any book published.
derful book. containing useful and practical information in tb•
No. ::5. HOW TO PLAY GA~fES.-A complete and useful little treatment of ordinary diseases and ailments common to everr
ok, containing the rules and regu lations of billiards, bagatelle, family. Abounding in useful and effective recipes for general co~
plaints.
a ckgammon. croquet. dominoes, etc.
No. 36. HOW TO SOLVE CONUNDRl MS.-Containing all
'o. 55. HOW TO COLLECT STAMPS AND COINS.- Co!Q he leading conundrums of the day, amusing riddles, curious catches taining valuable information regat·ding the collecting and arra ngii!J,
nd witty sayings.
of stamps anrl coins. Handsomely illustrated.
No. 52. HOW TO PLAY CARDS.-A complete and handy little
No. 58. IlOW TO BE A DETECTIVE.-By Old King Braa·
ook, ~tiving the rules and full directions for playing Euchre Crib- the world-known detective. In which he lays down some valuab .)age, Casino, Forty-Five, Rounce, Pedro Sanrho, Draw 'Poker and sensible rules for beginners, and also relates some adventurer
~n ctio n Pi.tch. All !!~ours, and many other popular games of cards: and experiences of well-known detectives.
No. 66. HOW TO DO PUZZLES.-Containing over three hunNo. 60. HOW TO BECOl\fE A PHOTOGRAPHER.-Conta!;nd red interesting puzzles and conundrums. with key to same. A ing useful information regarding tbe Camera and how to wor.k til .
~omplete book. Fully illustrated. By A. Anderson.
also bow to make Photographic Magic Lantern Sliaes and oth®~
Transparencies. Handsomely illustrated. By Captain W. De '!ETIQUETTE.
Abney.
No. 13. HOW TO DO IT; OR, BOOK OF ETIQUETTE.-It
No. 62. HOW TO BECOME A· WEST POINT. MILITAk!<
a great life secret, and one that every young man desires to know CADET.-Containing full explanatj{)ns how to gain admittan
II about. There's happiness in it.
course of Study, Examinations, Duties, Staff of Officers, P ee•.•
No. 33. HOW TO BEHAVE.-Containing tbe rules and etiquette Guard, Police Regnlations. Fire Department, and all a boy shoulii
f good society and the ea~iest and most approved methodseof ap- know to be a Cadet. Compiled and written by Lu Senarens, autb",
'earing to good advantage at parties. balls, the theatre, church, and of "How to Become a 'aval Cadet."
n the drawing-room.
·
No. 63. HOW TO BECO::\IE A NAVAL CADET.-Com.plete icu
strurtions of how to gain admission to the Annapolis Na'f!ii
DECLAMATION.
Acad emy. Also containing the course of instruction, descripti .~
No~ 27. HOW TO RECITE AND BOOK OF RECITATIONS. of grounds and buildings. historical sketch. and everything a b11o
!-Containing the most popular sele-::tions in use, comprising Du tch should know to be<'ome an officer in the United States Nayy, Ccr•'t
ilalecl:, French dialect, Yar1kee and Irish dialect pieces, together piled and writt<'n by Lu Senarens, author of "How to B~W'!" '
· with many standard readings.
West Point Mi·litary Cadet."

PRICE 10 CENTS · EACH. OR 3 F OR 25 CENTS.
Address FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher, 24 Union Square, New York,

FRANK READE
;I

Gontainin~

Stories of Adventures on Land Sea and in tho Air. ~"
EJ"Y""

Each Number

•

tn

''N"'e>N.A.:at.t:El.''

a Handsomely Illuminated Cover.

32-PACE BOOK FOR 5 CENTS. ~

~A

All our readers know Frank Reade, Jr., the greatest inventor of the age, and his two fun-loving chums, Barney
and Pomp. The stories published in this magazine contain a true account of the wonderful and exciting
ad ventures of the famous inventor, with his marvellous flying machines, electrical overland engines, and his extraordinary submarine boats. Each number is a rare treat. Tell your newsdealer to get you a copy.
1 Frank Reade, Jr's White Cruiser of the Clouds; or, The Search fot•
the Dog-Faced :>!en.
2 Frank Reade, Jr.'s Submarine Boat, the "Explorer"; or, To the
::-lortb Pole Under the lee.
3 Frank Reade, Jr.'s Electric Van; or, Hunting WUd Ammals In the
Jungl es or India.
4 Fro~nk Reade, Jr.'s Electric Air Canoe; or, The Search for the
Valley of Diamonds.
5 Frank Reade, Jr.'s "Sea Serpent"; or, The Search for Sunken
Gold.
6 Frank Reade, Jr.'s Electric Terror, the "Tbun<lerer"; or, The
Search for the •.rartar's Captive.
7 Frank Reade, Jr.'s Air Wonder, the "Kite"; or, A Six Weeks'
Flight Over the Andes.
8 Frank Reade, Jr.'s Deep Sea Diver, the "Tortoise" ; or, The Search
tor a Sunken Island.
9 Frank Reade! Jr.'s Electric Invention, the "Warrior" ., or, Fighting
Apaches n Arizona.
10 Fra~;a!~~a~~~ !r·b~~~s. Bls Electric Air Boat; or, Bunting Wild
11 Frank Heade, Jr., and His 'l'orpedo Boat., or, At War With the
Brazilian Rebels.
12 Fighting the Slave Hunters; or, Frank Reade, Jr., In Central
Africa.
13 From Zone to Zone; or, '£be Wonderful Trip of !<'rank Reade, Jr.,
with His Latest Air 'hlp.
14 Frank Reade. Jr., and llis Electric Cruiser of the Lakes; or, A
J ourney Through Africa by Water.
15 Frank Reade, Jr., and ills Electric Turret; or, Lost In the Land
of Fire.
16 lrrank Reade, Jr., and His Engine of the Clouds; or, Chased
Around the World in tbe Sky .
17 In the Great Whirlpool: or, !<'rank Reade, Jr.' s Strange Adventures
in a Submarine Boat.
18 based Across the Sahara; or, Frank Reaae, Jr., After a Bedouin's
Captive.

19 Six Weeks In the Clouds; or, Frank Rea«e, Jr.'s Air-Ship the
"Thunderbolt.''
20 Around the World Under Water; or, The Won<lerful Cruise of a
Submarine Boat.
21 The Mystic Brand: or, Frank Reade, Jr., and His Overland Stage.
22 !<'rank Reade, Jr.'s Electric Air Racer; or, Around the Globe in
'l'b!rty Days.
23 The Sunken Pirate; or, !!'rank Reade, Jr., In Search of a Treasure
at the Bottom of the Sea.
24 Frank Reade, Jr.'s Magnetic Gun Carriage; or, Working for the
U. S. :Mail.
2 v,. Frank Reade, Jr., and His Electric Ice Ship; or, Driven Adrift
In the Frozen Sky.
26 Frank Reade, Jr.'s l!:lectrlc Sea Engine; or, Hunt!nr; for a Sunken
Diamond Mine.
27 The mack Range; or, Frank Reade, Jr., Among the Cowboys with
His Electric Caravan.
28 Over the Andes with Frank Reade, Jr., In His New Air-Ship; or,
Wild Adventures In l'em.
29 Frank Reade, Jr., Exploring a Submarine Mountain; or, Lost at the
Bottom of the Sea.
30 Adrift In Africa; or, Frank Reade, Jr., Among the Ivory HunterE
with His New Electric Wagon.
31 Frank Reade, J r.'s Search for a Lost Man In His Latest Air
Wonder.
32 Frank Reade, Jr.'s Search for the Sea Serpent; or, Six Tbousan(
:.fi)es Under the Sea.
33 Frank Reade. Jr.'s Prairie Whirlwind; or, The Mystery of tb(
H-Idden Canyon .
34 Around the Horizon for 'l'en Thousand Miles; or, Frank Reade
Jr.'s Most Wonderful '!'rip . .

:For Sale by All Newsdealers, or will be Sent to Any Address on Receipt of Price, 5 Cents per Copy, by

24 Union Squar e , New York.

FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher,

IF YOU WANT ANY BACK NUMBERS
of our Libraries and cannot procure them from newsdealers, they can be obtained from this office direct. Cut out and fill
in the following Order Blank · and send it to us with the price of the books you want and we will send them to you by return mail.
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FRANK TOUSEY, Publi her, 24 Union Square, New York.
..... ~ ...... - ............. 190
DEAR Sm-Enclosed find ...... cents for which please send me:
.... copies of WORK AND WIN, Nos . ..... .... .. ........... ....... ... ........ ························•
"
" WILD WEST WEEKLy' NOS ..........................................................••
''
" FRANK READE WEEKLY, Nos .........................................................•
"
" PLUCK AND LUCK, Nos ............................... .............. - .... · .......... ·•
"
" SECRET SERVICE, Nos ......................... ... ........ ......... ................ ..••
"
" THE LIBERTY BOYS OF '76, Nos .................................... · . · · · · · · · · · · · · · · • • •
"
" Ten-Cent Hand Books, Nos ..................... ..... ..... .. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · • • •
Name .......................... Street ant1 N c . . . ................. Town .. ... .... . State . .. .. ... . ....•••••

